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PURPOSE OF THE SERVICE PAPER 
The purpose of the service paper is to present three courses of study 
supplemented ~dth visual-aids. These courses are: (1) biology for 
grade ten; (2) physics for grade 11; and (3) chemistry for grade 12. 
The visual-aids listed include films, filmst,rips, exhibits, charts, 
posters and recordings. In many high schools, there are no courses of 
study. A teacher may use her text as a guide. In some cases she may not 
even f ollmv a text. The writer believes that there should at least be a 
course of study. To get the best results, this course should contain 
supplementary material. It should bring the subject into the lives of 
the students. 
Advanced courses in high school science such as physics, chemistry and 
biology are taught ~~th the emphasis on learning of facts for college 
preparation. A teacher is bound to be guided by college requirements 
because the success of the college student is popularly regarded as a 
rating for the school and teacher. Courses given under these conditions 
are apt to be very dull and factual. There is no reason 1my they have 
to be. \'lith a little extra eff ort, a teacher can bring the course to 
11life 11 • It can not only teach the facts, but also apply function in the 
lives of the students. 
In many schools, films, fiLmstrips, exhibits, charts, posters, and 
recordings are used anytime when available. This is very unvdse since 
they are not always suitable to the grade level and are not correlated 
in the subject matter with the unit being studied. Therefore, the 
2 
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course of study- with integrated audio-visual aids should be established 
so that the teacher can fl l 'm the entire lesson \'{ell in advance • 
. .. 
Scope and Delimitations 
These integrated courses of study are intended to be of service a s an 
o.i d t o science t eachers of hit?;h school bi::llogy, physi.cs and chemistry 
who wish to i ncrease their audi o- visual instruction. 'I'he courses of 
study follovr no definite textbooks. They may be used in whole or in 
part . It is the hope of the author that this paper 1rill save others 
much tbne in looking up sources of available material. 
No attempt has been made to evaluate any of the material. Neither 
has an attempt been made to evaluate one kind of visual-aid over 
another . The ability and t rai ning of the teacher, experience with 
visual- aids, mechanical and physical f acilities and budget will deter-
nrine the extent and kind of aids employed . 
Because of the l arge number of audi o-visual aids, this paper has 
been limited to motion pictures , f i lmstrips, recordings , charts , 
posters , and e.:rd1i bits . 
Description of Procedure 
As a member of the teaching staff of a small typical New England 
community, the author after years of experience, desired to improve the 
courses of study in the high school science department. These courses 
vlere revised and brought up to date to agree with material used and 
practices employed in larger school systems. Special attention was given 
to audio-visual practices. 
A search of the literature proved courses of study to be very scarce 
and outdated. Boston School Department, State Department of Education of 
New Jersey, and the State Department of Education of Pennsylvania had 
courses L~ biology, physics, and chemistry that were helpful and infor-
mative. 
Letters requesting courses of study for these three sciences were 
written to State Department of Education of Indiana, Iviichigan, Tennessee, 
Illinois, New York, and Ne1oJ" Hampshire. The replies were to the effect 
that they had no course of study or that they were revising their present 
courses. Several standard biology, physics and chemistry books were 
examined for content. With this information, plus teaching experience, 
the author produced the courses of study iisted. 
To be of greater value, these courses Nere supplemented v'lith visual 
aids. The large number of available motion pictures and filmstrips proved 
that even the familiar annotation of each would be too lengthy. Therefore 
summary charts for films and filmstrips were devised. The annotations of 
all films se lected for a topic were listed . Then those features that were 
common to several >·,rere used as headings for the chart. The technical 
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information was also included. In some cases, the material was so exten-
sive that in order to conserve space the title of the film was substituted 
by a code nuillber. "\J'filson's Film Guide (1948), \\Tilson's Filmstrip Guide 
(1949) and Educational Guide to Free Films (1949) were used as the source 
of films. 
The large number of sources of exhibits, posters, charts, and 
recordings made it practical to give the information concerning each 
immediately when listed. Letters requesting the following catalogues 
were sent; Connecticut University Catalogue for Audio-Visual Aids, 
Teaching P~ds Service of New jersey State Teacher's College, Denoyer-
Geppert, A. K. Nystrom, Science Service Spenser's Handbook, \vestinghouse, 
and :Vliles 1 Recordings for School Use. The author feels this is a thorough 
covering inasmuch as there was much duplication in the above catalogues. 
~-- ~~·=========================== 
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Education is the reconstruction of experience. Audio-vi sual instrQC-
tion stresses the importance of concrete experience in the learning process . 
Other instruction emphasizes the value of s~nbolic or verbal experience. 
Both types of experience have valuable roles to pl ay in education . s 
teachers of chi ldren , it is necessary to do everything within pm<J"er to en-
able a child to have a i<J"ide variety of eA."'Peri ences . Audio-visual education 
is the means by which a t eacher can i.mprove her i nstruction and clarify 
the printed textbook . Good teachers realize that there i s value in a 
change in method of teaching , in a ne1v direction of attack, in t he i ntra-
duction of concrete reality , a s a means of motivating and vitalizing the 
teaching. E.-x:cursions , field- trips , specimens , models , charts , posters, 
filmstri ps and films are used for these purposes . \'lith thes e aids, ex-
neriences can be more re3.dily constructe and r econstructed by a capable 
tea cher . 
J:1od.ern educational psychol ogists agree t hat great individual differ-
enc es occur i n a gr aded class . 
"They differ i n their abilities to learn and in their 
speci al abilities and interests . They differ in the 
amount and type of their learni ng . 
They differ in t heir physical makeup and abilities . 
They di ffer in their et hical and moral standards and 
their attitudes . 'rhey differ , it may be said i n sur:rrnary, 
in the thousands of character i stics they possess as a 
result of their differing biological inheri tances and 
their differing environrnent s . 11 (l) 
Teachers must meet these diff erences and can meet t hem by varying 
the methods of teaching and the types of audi o-vi sual aids used . The 
l arge number of different visual J.ids mo.ke it - ossible to meet the var yi ng 
classroom ne eds. ~-Then there is a vari ety i n the aids used , there is a 
~ 
().) Hn.rry A. Green~ , lbe:rt N ~ J~H·ge~sen and J . P..aYJ]lond Gerberich . 
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greater chance of arousing interests. Learning without interest is un-
desirable and next to impossible. 
In all effective teaching, the teacher must be the center of instruc-
tion. She can occasionally allow students to teach, but even this instruc-
tion is under her direct guidance. In no case can a teacher be replaced by 
visual aids . The success of her teaching depends upon herself, the l'fise 
selection of printed material, and the careful and integrated use of visual 
aids. 
11Visual education is an art, not a collection of expensive 
machinery; it is a method of presentation. ~1~ purpose is 
to stimulate the student, not to amuse him.!! ( J 
The best results in science teaching cannot be obtained without en-
thusiasm on the part of the teacher and personality. 
"'l'he visual aids must come as supplementary to the teaching if 
they are to be of real value and must be definitely .synchronized 
1vith the problem in hand. Vividness 1vill be given b;r the slide 
or the movie, but it vr.i.ll be of comparatively slight value unless 
a tie-up is made with the subject matter under discussion. 11 (2) 
The course of study must be integrated with audio-visual aids to 
permit the teacher to plan the entire lesson in advance. 
(l) H. H. Alyea - Technics in Visual Education. Report of N. E. 
Association of Chern. Teachers . Hay 1941 Pg. 204 
(2) George T;l . Hunter - Science Teaching at Junior and Senior High School 




nLanguage is one of the supreme achievements of mankind." The 
ability to con11nunicat e thoughts , ideas, and emotions is one of the objec-
tives of modern education. In the past the spoken and >vritten word >IJ'as 
the only means of com;rnmication . 11Vords , hmvever, are abstract symbols that 
become meaningful only in terms of experiences. Meaningless words lead to 
11verbalism 11 - probabl y one of the greatest handicaps to learning. · There-
fore, if verbalism is to be overcome, experiences must be brought into the 
classroom. Experiences are realized through senses of touch, sight, sounds, 
taste and smell. In t his complex \'lorld it is impossible to subject the 
sgudent to all situations so that he can get a direct experience. Substi-
tution must be used. The various audio-visual aids are the substitutes. 
No attempt has been made in this paper to evaluate one aid above 
another. Sometimes one sense is valued more than another. Actually, our 
experiences are mixed sensory experiences. The teacher must decide in 
terms of his own needs and abilities what visual aid he is to use. The 
mechanical advantages of one visual aid in some school systems will deter-
mine which one is to be used. Authorities in the audio-visual education 
field agree that the most concrete experiences result from school trips 
and journeys. This is followed by museum material, motion pictures, still 
pictures, and finally graphic material. Words are even below graphic 
materials in their relative concreteness. Words are abstractions and 
symbolizations . They are of value only when they stand for a previous 
experience. 
(1) Paul Reed - ~~at Do We Mean by Audio-visual Materials? - Using Audio-
visual Materials with Children. Association for Childhood Education. 
Washington, D.C. Pg. 5 
I 
Hotion Pictures - Audi o- visual material is not the ansvrer to all tea ching 
probl ems . These mat er ials do pos sess possibilities of improving in-
struction . Cl ass instruction must be based on rich ~ nd meani ngful ex-
:)eriences for all rather than a f m·r fortu.n3.te students . In the field or 
science a teacher cannot always have the real thing at hand for 
1 demonstration. Natural phenomena, plant and animal activities, industrial 
processes, >vorkings of machinery, and chemical activities are difficult 
and almost impossible to teach if the student l acks the necessary basic 
I concepts. 
need. 
In these instances motion pictures could be the answer to the 
11The film serves to bring the abstract into seemingly 
concrete form, a great boon to children v;ho are not 
quick t o gr asp the concepts on the basis of vrords alone. 
Science subject matter becorrte s more real before their eyes 
and the abstract word symbols given to be as sociated Hith 
more or less tangible referent s . For this re~son, the fi lm 
c&n dispense information and develop concepts in science 
vrith a high degree of speed and accuracy . 11 (1) 
The experiment of Wood and Freeman in 192S is one of the most compre-
i hensive to date. Two equalized groups of 5,500 students from 12 
l ar ge city schools vJere measured by three tests. The fil.TU instructed 
groups ~vere superior to the non-film group . 
11In the topics on general science , the gains of the 
film group exceeds those of the non-film group by 
15 per cent of the standard deviation. (Toese are 
substantial and r eliable di f f erences. 11 2 ) 
(1) Godfrey r-:t . Elliot, Film and l.i:ducation, Philosophical 
Library, l 94S, Pg. 104 
(2) .c..llsworth C. Dent , Audio-visual Handbook. 6tl1 Ed . Societ y 
of Visual Education Inc. 49 Pg . 26 . 
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(l) 
An experiment performed by Wyman in general science was done lv.ith 
great care. He used t wo classes of students of approximately equal ability I 
taught by the same teacher. One group was taught using possible visual aids.ll 
IThe other group used only oral descriptions of apparatus and processes. 
















Another rather comprehensive study was made by Clark with freshman 
,college classes in science. Two groups each of three hundred students 
selected to be as nearly equal as possible in mental capacities and educa-
tional achievement were used. The program was planned to compare -
(1) the effectiveness of sound films and silent films and 
(2) the effectiveness of sound films and lecture demon-
stration, as teaching aids. 
Conclusions reached were: (1) sound films were about as effective as lecture 
demonstrations in presenting science material of a specific nature at that 
age level; (2) silent films were less effective than lecture demonstrations; 
(3) sound films less effective than silent films with captions in conveying 
specific information; (4) in stimulating new interests, there was a slight 
(1) C.C. 1rfyman, Visual Aids-of \oJhat Worth--Science Education April 1932 
From George W. Hunter, Science Teaching at Junior and Senior High School 
Levels. American Book Co. Pg. 299 
(2) C.C. Clark, Sound Motion Picture as an Aid in Classroom Teaching. 
School Review Nov. 1932 - from George W. Hunter - Science Teaching 
at Junior and Senior High School Levels. American Book Co. 
Page 299 
9 
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advantage in favor of sound, but in maintaining interest little difference 
was noticed. Both types of film had a slight advantage over lecture demon-
stration in this subject.(l) 
(2) 
of Harvard University carried out carefully con- I Philip J. Rulon 
in the high schools 1
1 of Lynn, Revere and Quincy, Massachusetts participated. A speed test, three 
trolled experiment. Over 3,000 pupils and 18 teachers 
physiographic and five biologic sound films were used in connection with 
regular textbooks in general science. The film took place of the preview 
1 given in control groups. The film was shown two or three times. Dis-
cussions followed the showings. Two types of tests were given. Those re-
quiring reproduction of material and those presenting problematic situations 
Sixty per cent of the questions were factual. Immediate and delayed tests 
were given. 
In the iwnediate tests, the achievement of students in film groups 
were 20.5 per cent more than the non-film group. In the delayed or reten-




Some reason for the great differences might be (1) teacher's I 
interest in the experiment, and (2) triple showing of film and use of I 
control group. 
special booklets; the fact that the film was correlated with instructions 
was the most important factor. These experiments indicate that the greatest 
value of films is for motivation and stimulation of interest. They are not 
substitutes for the teachers. 
11It may be said that the use of films as an integral 
part of classroom instruction produces more permanent 
learning of factual information and more permanent 
mental reaction of a 11thought 11 variety than do methods 
(1) George W. Hunter, Science Teaching at Junior and Senior High School 
Levels. .~erican Book Co. 1934 Pages 229-301 
(2) Philip L. Rulon, Sound Motion Picture in Science Teaching - Harvard 
University Press 1933 Pages 99-106 
I 
I ~ 
of i nstruction in which non-visual material is pre-
dominantly used or in 11rhich there i s unorganized use 
of other visual ai ds . 11 (l) 
Ilotion pictures have other definite values also. They can be used to 
sum up the applic:1tion of 3cience i n the manufacturing processes , mining, 
construction , and natural hi stories . They can use time lapse photography, 
microphotog:caphy and telescopic photography . Animated cartoons and cut- away I 
diagrams are used to present material in a manner far superior to lecture I 
met hods . Di stant field trips are financially impossible and also too ti,--n9 
consuming . Here is another place where films are of great value. 
RECORDINGS 
Recordings are being used more frequently than most teachers realize . 
Records have proven to be more flexible than radio programs. They can be 
repeated as often as needed, 1r1hile a radio program is heard only once. 
Recordings bring a new personality into the classroom. 
In a study conducted by the Committee of the National Research Council 
on Scientific Aids to Learning, H. A. Carpenter found "that recorded sound (2) 
has a place in the teaching of science. '1 
During his experiment apprcocimately eleven thousand pupils took part 
Q~der the supervision of one hundred and seventy-one teachers . The one 
hundred and thirty-six towns or cities involved represented eight states 
scattered throughout the union. ~To attempts >vere made to set up control 
clas s es except i n Ro chester, N. Y. , 1r1here dat a i s not yet complete. 
(l) Dale, Dunn, Hoban, Schneider-Hotion Pictures in 
Education II . id . \"Tilson Co. 1937 Pg . 338 
(2) Har:r·y A. Carpenter, Committee of National Research Council on 
Scientifi c .Ai ds to Learning-Science Education, Apri l 1940 
Vd . 24 #4 . 
A.mono the objectives suggested wer e devel opment of principles, certai n I! I ~! attitu~es, 0 Skills and lmmvledge . Teacher s vlere asked to express their ' 
I judgment wi th respect to the extent to 1vhich the pupil s i ncreased or dev-
eloped their attitudes of appreciation a.nd unders t anding, and to vJhat extent I 
t !.eJ' s.dvanced i n use of certain skill. The resul ts are of interes t . 
Fifty-nine per cent reported that students had gained confidence in 
. the scientific method and its findings. Sixty-six per cent stated that the 
students had become more curious. Forty-eight per cent believed that the 
students h~d become more open-minded. Seventy-two per cent thought t hat 
(l) 
students had increased their ability to recognize the law of cause and effec~ 
A large percentage of teachers reported that recordings increased I 
interest and promoted more enthusiasm. 
In conclusion Carpenter found that "science records appeared to be a 





Increased knowledge of facts. 
Improvement in attitude of understanding and appreciation. 
I mprovement i n scientific ski lls including use of scientifi c 
methods. 
Increased interests in scientific t hings and better 
di scriminat ion. (2 ) Improvement in teaching methods. 
EXHI BITS, CHAR'rS AND POSTEHS 
Exhibits are numer ous and varied . They are the products of deli berate 
pl ru1ning under specifi ed conditi ons, therefore artificial. l'Tevertheless, 
hovrever, they are of i m:n1.8nse educat ional val ue . 
(l) Harry A. Carpent er Committee of National Re s earch Council on Scientific 
Ai ds t o LearTiing - Science Educat i on 
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I I They can be more s~nple or they can be complex. They can involve one sense 
1 or they can involve many senses. According to H. N. Alyea, 1~ibits are 
(l) 
most effective instruments when assembled by the students themselves. 11 
I Edgar Dale believes that exhibits have three distinct purposes; 
I 
1. as a means of approach to and motivation for a new unit; 
2. for rese~h and other work carried out in the course of 
a unit; 
J. to summarize and fix in the students' mind the activities 
that have been completed and their meaning. (2) 
Posters are so common today that many teachers fail to realize that 
they are instruments of visual education. It is nevertheless a symbol that 1 
II 
has great possibilities. Its message must be sLmple and easily comprehended j 
or it is a failure. There is, however, a possibility that too much tL~e may I 
I jbe consumed in constructing posters. To reduce this danger as many 
mechanical aids as possible should be on hand to use. A poster to be 
!' effective must be attractive and well placed. There is also value i n 
breaking up routine by allo\-ring students to do creative work with their 
hands. 
\ Charts are valuable i n shmJing relati onships within a process or flow 
of events. 
They give 
!I diff icult 
!strayed . 
They can be made a visual symbol of contrasts or comparison. 
i n brief, concise manner much i nformation. Teaching woul d be 
and l earning V P- F j confusing if all charts and posters were de-
Di agrams and char ts are a part of the ever yday >·mrl<: in science . 
l}anufacturing compani es also have available many excellent and i nf ormative 
charts. A coll ection of the bes t students ' \-TOrks industrial charts and 
! 
!:1-p_o_s_t_e_r_s __ l_·_s __ w_e_l_l __ w_o_r_t_h __ t_h_e __ e_f_f __ o_rt __ ·----------------------------------------------l~ 
I (l ) H. N. Alyea -
: (2) Edgar Dale, 
'I ~~ 
i 
Te chnics i n Visual Edu cation - Report of New England 
Association of Chemistry Teacher s . ?-1ay 19/-J.l Page 208 
Audi o-vi sual I~ethod in Teac!:li ng- Dr yden Press 1946 pg . ~I 
li 
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-:Iollis points out that 11 each of the conunon forms of i nstruction which 
employs visual aids has some advantages and there circumstances under \vhich 
(1) 
each is the best form to use. 17 
Perry states that ''Charts have at least three well defined uses . 
1. They supplement, even take place of, the text and in 
this vmy be a direct means of giving ne;-r information . 
2. They are valuable in staging revie~vs. 
3. Their construction frequently provides an excellent type 
of student activity.u (2) 
Pie-charts, bar graphs , picture graphs can be used for example to show 
comparison of length of time , value of products , or melting points. 
There is little doubt that visual aids are a de cided asset to 
teaching. 
Alyea says, 11the use of visual education is an art rather than a 
collection of elaborate paraphernalias . 11 (3) 
Its purpose is not to a.IP..use the pupil but to make him v.ronder and 
speculate; it is to sti mul ate the good student, not to entertain 
the poor student . 
(1 ) A. P. Hollis- .i':Iotion Pictures for Instruction. Century co . l'L Y. 1926 
(2) >Ji nifred Perry - Visual Aid for General Science Classes- Science 
Education. Oct . 1939 Pg . 247 
(3 ) H. lJ . Alyea - Technics i n Visual :2::ducation - Report of Hevr Englan j 




AIMS OF BIOLOGY COURSE 
--
1. To arouse an interest and provide an opportunity to learn 
about the environment of the student. 
2. To inform the student so that he may live a healthier and 
happier life. 
3. To organize the vast amount of knowledge of plants and animals 
into organized units instead of many disjointed facts. 
4. To develop scientific attitudes and habit of scientific 
thinking. 
5. To arouse interest for more knowledge. 
6. To develop right health habits so that students will be more 
valuable citizens. 
BIOLOGY COURSE OF STUDY 
PART I 
GENERAL I NFOR.H.ATION 
I I • Living Things 
A. Life processes common to pl ants and animals 
1. Nutrition (respiration, digestion, circulation, 
absorption, as .:> imilation and excretion) 
2 . Sensitivity 
3. Reproduction 
II. Unit of Structure 
A~ Parts of cell 
1. Cytoplasm 
2. Nucleus and micleolus 
3 . Cell vrall 
B. Cell division 
1. Direct or fission 
2. Indirect or mitosis 
C. Adaptations 
Al'\J'IMAL CELL TYPES 
~miOSIS AND l{ETOSIS 
CEIL DIVISION 
'i,TISU AL AIDS 
CHARTS 
Source A. J . Nys-t,rom & Co. 
3333 Elston Ave . 
Chicago (18), Ill . 
Source Denoyer- Geppert 
5235- 5237 
Ravenswood Ave . 



























c. Central cylinder 
1. Xylem, phloem and cambium 
d. Root hairs 





1 . Kinds 
a . Underground 
b. Aerial 
2 . J'llodifications 
a . Shortened 
b . Creeping 
c . Cl imbing 
d . Thorns 
e . Bulbs, corms, tubers and root stocks . · 
3. Functions 
a . Support of leaves , flower and fruit 
b . Connection of roots and leaves 
c . .Storage 
d . Propagation 
4. Bud Structure 
a . Development of buds determine branching 
1) Deliques cence 
2) Excurrent 
3) Indefinite 
b . Adaptations for protection of bud 
5 . Structure of stem 
a . Dicotyl edonous stem 
1) External features 
2) Internal structures 
a . Function of each 
·t <"'l -_a
b . Honocotyl edonous stem 
l) External feat ures 
2) I nt ernal f eat ures 
C. Leaves 
l . I mportance to pl ant and t o 1·vorld 
2. General s t ructure 
a . Petiole 
b . Bl ade 
c . Vei ns 
l) Shape det er mined by vei ns 
a) Pi nn&.te 
b) Palmate 
d . Forms 
l) Simple 
2) Compound 
e . Arrangement for exposure to sunli;:·ht 
3 . 11Iodifications 
a . Climbi ng 
b. PTotection 
c. Stor age 
d . Traps for insects 
4. Funct i ons 
a . Photos;ynthesis 
b . Digestion and a::;s i Erilation 
c. Respiration 
e . Reproduction 
5. Photos;ynthesis 
a . Conditions for photosynthesis 
1) Chlorol_Jh~r 11 
2) Sunli ght 
b . l'·Iateri als 
1) Ca r bon dio~dde 
2) --7ater 
c . Comparison of l eaf to a f .::,ctory 
d . Compc;.rison of ph to synthesis c:.md respiration 
6. Shedding of leaves 
a . B.e:::1ove.l of' mineral _,::;.t t:::r 
b . -~ .educ e tra.nspir~' tion 
c . /I. voids a ccu'nulation of snow on t ree 
D. Flo1:.rers 
1 . Function of flo-.mr 
2 . Structure of flm-rer 
a . Floral envelope 
1) Ce.l~r:;..: and corol l a 
b . Ji:ssential organs 
1) Stamen and pi stil 
3. T;y·pes o·; f::!_m-Iers 
a . Co:nplete a ~ incompl et e 
b . Perfect ~~n L:.:;-x:r fect 
4. Pollination 
a. Cross pollination 
1) Adaptations to aid cross pollination 
b. Self pollination 
1) Adaptations to prevent self pollination 
5. Fertilization 
a. Definition 
b. Steps of fertilization 
E. Fruits 
1. Definitions 
2. Function of fruits 
a. Dispersal of seed 
b. Protection of seed 
3. Types of fruits 




1} 1ivind, water, animal and mechanical 
b. Adaptations 
1) Wings, tufts, hooks, edible flesh, etc. 





b · . Di cotyle3ons 
3. Structure of seed 
a . Seed coats , e:nbr-yo , coty l edons , endosp:o;r:c. 
~-· Comp.:.rison of o. he:1n and a corn seed 
5, Ger:'linaticn of a seed 
a . Conditions for ge r mination 
1) ~';ir , heat , moisture and food 
b . St agss of ge rrnination 
6. Economi c val ue of seeds 
VI STJj~L J .. J D3 
.Source l-?.alston Pur ina Co . 
811 C __ e c!-ce:t'boal··d Sq . 
St . Louis ( 5) , Ho . 
?0 T LOU.!:\. I S } IlL'ED Sourc e ·. :11ea t Flour Institute 
309 J est J a ckson Blvd . 
Chi cago ( 6) , Ill. 
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l!ild Flm,rer Prese rvation 
Society I n c . , 3740 
Oli veJ:> St . , N r,T. ' ··fR.shington 
F . A. Bartlett Tree Exnert Co . 
St <:mf ord , Conn . 
COTTON BOLL l,. . LD!T COTTOT'T , !i'-IC ]; l_tTD ST!G ' R. c .,NE c: .'J'.-!PLSS : 
:?L.L\.NT I-rii.Ri'10l\TS3--3cience Ser vice 
I COTTON K'.'!IBIT 
Sour ce Loui siana St ate ( Dept . of 
Agr i. and I mmi gru.tion) 
5hl St . Ann Street 
N·ew Orlean (1 ) La . 
Source Pepperell Hanuf . Co . 
160 State Street 
Boston ( 2) , rJTass~. 
3teps i n rrranuf c..cturing of cotton f abrics l,_rith a ctual samnl es from 
--rooD STUDY KI T 
.;;:::.;;:;...:...;;;.._ ....__ Sour ce 1-rnerican Forestry Association 
919 17th Str-eet :r:,n,-J 
~·Tashington DC 
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Hiscellaneous Pl ants 
Source Denoyer~Geppert 
5235 ... 5237 R:wens•ftrood Ave . 
Chicago (40) Ill . 
II . General Biology Charts 
II .. 
a . Pine Source Denoyer- Geppert 
5235- 5237 Ravens1-rood Ave . 
b. Germination of Seeds Chicago UeO), Ill. 
c. Roots 
d . Stems 
e . Leaves 
f . Flo-vmrs 
Seed and Ger ,,ine.:tion Source 
Root ~1d Pl~nt Funct ions 
b . The Leaf 
c . Honocotyl eclonous 3t ems 
d . :rJicotyledonous Stems 
e . Flm-.rers- .>l,pple Blossom J.nd Lil y 
,'\_. J . Nystrom & Co . 
3333 Elston .1\.Ye . 
Chicago (18) , Ill. 
i.:ECO~DINC~S 
Sm.1rce Col wnbi a Broadca.stine; J 
3:rstem, 485 -:c::;.dison --~~.e , 
IJev.r York City ,!-!.':: . 
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16 mm FIUlS 
lf The Cell- 3tructural Unit of -ife 
2f Bl oomi ng Desert 
3 f Dodder 
4f Dispe sal of Seeds 
5f Flo ·~ers dt -_:ork 
6f Flo:-rer Life in Yosemi te Nationa l Po.rk 
7f Fro·11 Flower to Fr--,li t 
9f '-Io-,i 3e sds · ·J-e.rnin ::1te 
lof Ledves 
l lf Leaflet Three- - Let I f Be 
12= Life of a Fl~nt 
Roo ;~:_: of Pl.::rnts 
17-!' St:._~-1-~- of' S:)ring ::ild l"lo: .. r~rs 
19 f -s.~. 3ter~1 \fi l d Flovmr 
20f Pl ant Life 
2lf :-!o"r Pl ants Grm\ 
25 
P ;'.:..~T I 1·'LSiD I I 
FIEBTHIP.'3 
lf Famous Forest Trees 
2f Flmiers 
Jf Life on "Z,h:~ Desert 
4f Pc.rts of a Flm·r9ri n ;; Pl ::mt 
Sf Plan i~ Physiology,· 
6.fL J.ed\.mod Trail 
7f Seeds 
8·f T:L')ees of Valley ar1cl Footl:ill 
9f , ~::; l:.crn ·:rild FlatTers 
lOf ~ !ild Floders Everyone Shaul dl.OW 
llf :~rbor Day 
l2f Forest Conservation 
l 3f ~1er~1i es of Forest 
Friends of Trees 
l5f Life of a Tree 
l 6f Forestry c.nd N&tu.;.~e 3tudy 
17£' Our Forest ar1d "' :'hCJ.t T~1c~y Ee&n t o Us 
1 8f Forest Bot3...n.3r, Forestr2' ·-1.nd. Nature Study 
l 9f, Fa cts about Forests Part I E2.stern TTy-,ited 3tates 
20f Fa ct s about Forests P:::.rt II ,>!e stern United 3tates 
I ~l f ,(, __ F&cts a bout Forests Pa:ct III Produces and Conservati r:·n I . 
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1lf X X SVE 49 X X 
I 
12f X s 30 X x !l 
13f X X SVE 40 X X 
l1 4f X X X CHO 28 X XI 
II 
l5f X X X X X MCM 47 X 
1 6f I X X SVE 36 X X 
I 
7f X X s 30 X xi 
' 
Jsr X X SVE 44 X 
\9f X SVE 29 X 
l, lOf X X X SVE 39 X 
illf SVE X 
12f CHO 30 X 
!113f SVE X 
l14f SVE X 
l!l5f SVE X 
I' 
lil6f SVE X 
1l7f SVE X 
I 
'18f SVE X 
I 
19f SVE X 
1120f SVE X 
I 
2lf SVE X 
I . Non flowering Jl ants 
A. Classificd.tion 
1 . ' l gae 
a . Kinds 
b . .3tructm~e 
c . .i.dd.ptations 
2 . Fu ... 11gi 
a . Kinds 
b . .3tructL.n·e 
c . :\daptations 
d . Economic val ue 
3. Hosses 
a . :3tructure 
l) Alt"=rno.cion of generation 
4. Ferns 
a . Structure 
l) Alternation of generation 
5. Bacteria 
a . I~inds 
b . ~conorri c value 
6. Yeas t 
7 . Hold, mil cle;v, etc . 
2!3 
VISUAL AI DS 
CHl'ETS AND FOSTERS 
JURI CL CE!LftTS ) 
Bi'..CT -:"IU :~ , I'IOIDS di]'D P~'ulL3I I'E3 ) Source lt . J . Nystro:n ::~ Co . 
3333 31st oD : ve . 
l':Si~ST , FUNGUS CUP, l-~ILDz~ r AND LISHENS ) C~1icago (18) , I ll. 
FUNGI) 
:LIFE EI STOB.Y OF TB.TE ~:!.OSS ) 
LIF:S ;-:J:: J ~'OHY OF TB.Tm F3HN ) 








Fungi , b~ct r<ri2. and 
'b..,.,i 
:::mlti_ 1~, ._:.re +:.yped . 
virns s.s 
Source Denoyer - Geppert Co . 
523 5~5237 RavensHood Av e . 
Chic.s.go (40), Ill. 
E~~HIBITS 
Sourc e ::;cience .Service 
1'719 N .St . N ~J 
~·rashingt on D C 
Source ·re:::: tinghouc;e ::n~cb'ic C: orj • 
School ;:3enric e 
1if e e:n.d c,eath . 306 Leth ."we . 
Pitt sbL..c:r[;h (30) a . 
friends or enemies or Dei t her o.nd hmv c:1ey 
THE UNDERSTANDING .~ Source tvestinghouse, Pittsburgh, , Pa. 
Discovery of relation between microbes and infection, experiments 
in preventative measures, and how opposition to Lister's "radical" ideas 
v~as met are told in this program. 
VIRUS, ENEMY OF !:ill Source \.Vestinghouse, Pittsburgh, Pa. 
Story of virus which can be seen only with electron microscope. 
16 mm FILMS 
----
lnf Bacteria 
2nf Body Fights Bacteria 
Jnf Budding Yea.st 
. 4nf The Fern 
5nf Fungus Plants 
6nf Growth of Bacteria 
7nf Life History of a Moss 
8nf Man Against Microbe 
9nf Mold and Yeast 
lOnf Life in a Drop of Water 
FILMSTRIPS 
lnf Alternation of Generation 
2nf Ferns and Horstails 
Jnf Mushrooms and Puffballs 
4nf Body Fights Bacteria 
FilMS 
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Name of Film 
[lnf Bacteria X X EBF 12 X 
' 2nf Body Fights .:.BB.c.t:e:ria X X Jl1~H 15 X X 
I 
13nf Budding Yeast X X SAM 4 X 
14nf The Fern X X X UWF 20 X X 
I 5nf Fungus Plants X X X EBF 11 X X 
16nf Growth of Bacteria X X X SAM 20 X 
'7nf Life History of a X X X UIV'F 10 X X 
I Moss 
lsnf Man Against Microbe X MEl' 
9nf Mold and Yeast X X X EBF 8 X 
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anr Alternation of Gen- X X X MCM 52 X 
12nf 
eration 
Ferns and Horsetails X X X X SVE 30 X 
.Jnf Mushrooms and Puff- X X X SVE 47 X 
I, balls 




f' . Pro t.ozoa 
l . 1-..T'J.o~ba 
2 . Param8ci um 
B. Metazoa 
1. Hydra- life processes , speci,:_.lizat ion, economic v-alue 
2 . T,Tor·1ns- l i fe processes , specialization , e conomic vc-.lue 
3. l'1ollusc- l ife process es , speci .s.l i zat:i.on, ecomomic val ue 
4. Ar t hropods 
a . Crustaceans 
l) Characteri sti cs , structures and adaptations 
b . Ln.sects 
l) Char act er i s t ics 
2) Orders 
1 1 Orthoptera-chc.racteristics and represe~ta-
ti ve , and adaptc:ct i ons 
2 ' Lepido~tara-as #l 
3 1 Hymenoptera- as #l and 2 
4 1 Diptera- as #1, 2 and 3 
3) Economic i mportru1ce 
VISUAL AIDS 
CHiiliTS AND POSTERS 
GENERAL BIOLOGY CHARTS 
bne-celled Animals Source Denoyer-Geppert, 5235-5237 Ravens~rnd 
Chicag-o Ill 
~ydra and J ellyfish 






DODSON NATURE CHARTS 
Insects 
Source Denoyer-Geppert 
5235- 5237 Ravens-,vood Avenue 
Chicago (40), Ill. 
Source Denoyer-Geppert 
5235-5237 Ravenswood Avenue 
Chicago(40) , Ill. 
Washburn Harmful and Beneficial Insects 
Amoeba and Euglena 
Paramoecium 
Hydra and Obelia 
Tapeworm and Hookworm 
Earthworm 





Source A. J. Nystrom and Co. 
3333 Elston Ave . 
Chicago (18), Ill. 
Elchibits 
Oyster Unit--Science Service 
1719 N. Street N. itl . 








3i Protozoa-One Celled Animals 
4.i Tiny vfater Animals 
5i Protoplasm-Beginning of Life 
6i Vorticella 
7i Hydra 
8i Earthworm (UWF) 
9i Earthi.vorm (EPS) 
lOi Beach and Sea Animals 
lli Pirates of the Deep 
12i Sea 
13i Sea Shore Oddities 
14i Crayfish 
15i Beneath our Feet 
16i Killers 
17i lVIicroscopic Hyst eries 
18i Fly as a Disease Carrier 
19i House Fly 
20i How Mosquitoes Spread Disease 
2li Life Cycle of a Fly 
22i Life Cycle of t he Mosquito 
23i tiJ:osqui to 
24i Mosquito-Public Enemy 
25i Pond Insects 
26i Praying Nantis 





32i Butterfly Botanist 
33i Cecropia Moth 
34i ·Hoth 
35i Honey Bee 
36i Story of Bees 
37i Ants 
38i llfe of an Ant 
39i Underground Farmers 
FILMSTRIPS 
liv Freshwater Shellfish and knphibian Mollusks 
2iv Shellfish of Sea Shore 
3iv Biology of Spiders (Biology Control) 
4iv Biology of Spiders Reproduction of 
5iv Biology of Spiders Spider Houses 
6iv B;Lology of Spiders Black Hidow 
?iv Life Histories of American Spiders 
8i v Spiders and Their llork 
Black Widow 
9i v Biology of Insects-Active Ct:am:ou£lage~ -<lf~~:rn:sec=ts 
lOiv Biology of Insects-Protective Modeling and Color 
lliv Insect Dragon of Air and Water 
35 
===·---· 
12iv Insect Life Histories 
13iv Insects 
14iv Insects-Aquatic Hemiptera and Crickets, Locusts 1-falldng Leaf 
and Stick 
15iv . Insects-Life Histories of Ant LionJ Dragon Fly and Cicada 
16iv Insects-Beetles, Butterflies and Moths 
17iv Silverfish to Stinging Bees 
18iv Butterflies and Moths 
19iv Insects-The Moth 
20iv Insects-Transformation of Moths and Butterflies 
2liv Life History of Monarch Butterfly 
22iv Insect-Life of the Bee 
23iv Yellow Jackets 
24iv Depth of Sea Episode A 
25iv Depth of Sea Episode B 
26iv Depth of Sea Episode C. 
27iv Depth of Sea Episode D 
28iv Life in Ponds, Lakes and Streams 
29iv Plants and Strange Animals of the Sea 
30iv Sea and Beach Tidepoals 
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li Amoeba X X X X mVF 10 X X 
2i Paramoeciu.m. X X X X UWF 10 X X 
3i Protozoa- X X X X X EBF 15 X 
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Animals 
~i TinY Water X X X EBF 11 X X 
Animals 
5i Protoplasm- X X X X X BRA 15 X 
Beginning 
of Life 
6i Vertic ella X X X X EPS 12 X 
7i Hydra X X X X X EPS 12 X 
Si Earthworm X X X X UWF 10 X X 
(UTNF ) 
~1 Earthworm X X X EPS 11 X X (EPS) 
Oi Beach & Sea X X X X EBF 11 X X f Animals li Pirates of X X X BRA 15 X X 
the Deep 
~2i Sea X X TEC 10 X X 
l3i Sea Shore X X YAM 20 X X 
Oddities 
4i Crayfish X X X X X UWF 10 X X 
I 
~5i Beneath our X X X TFC 9 X X 
Feet 
~6i Killers X X TFC 10 X X 
__________jt7i Microscopic X X X TFC 10 X X 
Mysteries 
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19i House Fly X X X X EBF 11 X X 
20i How Mosqui- x 
toes Spread 
Disease 
2li Life Cycle X (ThJF 10 X X 
of a Fly 
22i Life Cycle X YAM 10 X X 
of the 
Mosquito 
23i }1osqui to X X X EBF 10 X X 
24i l-Iosqui to X X X CAS 14 X X 
Public En-
emy 
25i Pond Insects X X X X EBF 11 X X 
26i Praying X X X HOL 11 X X X 
lwiantes 
27i Battle of X X X TFC 9 X X 
Centuries 
2Si Aphids X X X EBF 11 X X 
29i Cicada X X X X CAS 20 X X 
30i Beetles X X EBF 11 X X 
3li Butterfl i es x X X X X X EBF 11 X X 
32i ButterflY X X X X X COR 10 X X X 
Botanist 
33i Cecropia X EBF 13 X X 
Moth 
34i Moth X EBF 11 X X 
35i Honey Bee X X X EBF 11 X X 
36i Story of X X X X UWF 22 X 
Bees 
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liv Freshwater Shell- X X JH 71 X X 
fish & Amphibians 
2iv Shellfish of Sea X JH 68 X ·x 
Shore 
3iv Biology of Spiders X SVE 37 X 
I 4iv Biology of Spiders SVE 33 X X X 
Reproduction Black 
Widow 
5iv Biology of Spiders X SVE 40 X 
Houses 
6iv Biology of Spiders X X SVE 43 X 
Black Widow 
7iv Life Histories of X X X SVE 68 X 
~iv 
American Spiders 
Spiders and Their X X X SVE 29 X 
lifork 
~iv Biology of Insects X X SVE 40 X 
Active Camouf. 
Insects 
[ Oiv Biology of Insects X X SVE 33 X 
Protective Model-
ing and color. 
lliv Insect Dragon of X SVE 35 X Air and Water 
12iv Insect Life Hist. X SVE 25 X 
13iv Insects X X SF 30 X X 
~4iv Insects-Aquatic X SVE 62 X 
Hemiptera and 
Crickets 
~5iv Insect-Life Histo- X X SVE 62 X 
ries of Ant Lion 
Dragon 
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17iv Silverfish to X SVE 32 X 
Stinging Bees 
19iv Butterflies and X X X SVE 42 X 
Moths 
19iv Insects-The Moths X X X SVE 77 X 
20iv Insects-Trans- X X SVE 103 X 
formation of But-
terflies and Moths 
2liv Life History of X X AMN 36 X X 
Monarch Buyterf~ 
22i v Insect-Life of the X X SVE 79 X X 
Bee 
23iv Yellow Jackets X X X SVE 24 X 
24iv Depth of Sea Epi- X SVE 77 X 
sode A 
25iv Depth of Sea Epi- X SVE 77 X 
sode B 
26iv DE;lpth of Sea Epi- X SVE 53 X 
sode C 
27iv Depth of Sea Epi- X SVE 65 X 
side D 
28iv Life In Ponds, 
Lakes and Streams X JH 60 X X 
29iv Plants and Strange X JH 61 X X 
Animals of the Sea 
30 ivSea and Beach and X SVE 39 X 
Tidepools 
3liv Small Fresh-Water X X X JH 61 X X 
Animals and Insects 
II 






1. Fish-structure, adaptation and life processes 
2. Frogs-st1~cture, adaptation and life processes 
3. Reptiles-structure, adaptation and life processes 
4. BUds-st ructure, adaptation and life processes 
5. Mammals-structure, adaptation and life process es 
a. Orders 






CHARTS AND POSTERS 
Folder listing 60 subjects (Available on plants, animals,earth ana 
sky) Source National Audubon Society 
1000 5th Ave . 
New York 28, N. Y. 
AUDUBON NATURE CHARTS (14 x 32) 3®.65 National Audubon Society 
1000 5th Ave . 
DODSON NATURE CHART 
I --
D.\ . B" d 1v1ng 1r s 








Owls and Eagles 
1-i o odpe ckers 
Climbers and Goalsuckers 
Flycatchers 





New York 28, N. Y. 
Source Denoyer-Geppert 
5235-5237 Ravenswood Ave . 
Chicago (40), Ill 
Creepers 
Thrusher 
Nests a.11d Eggs 
Famous Foreign Birds 2 
Pheasant and Grouse 





Common Birds 2 
T1vinter Birds 
Migrants 












~~~:.:A.~ J. Nystrom & Co. 
3333 Elston Ave. 
Chicago (18), Ill. 
Frog-Circulatory System and Internal Organs 
Yellow Perch and Snake 
Birds and Their Tools 
RECORDINGS OF BIRD CALLS ~..;....;;..;;=..;;;;;;;.;.;:;~ -- -- --
RECORDINGS 
Source Assoc. of School Film Lab. Inc. 




1Q. NORTH AllliRICAN lilllQ. SONGS ({>_..00 set of 6) 
!11 ACTUAL SONGS OF BIRDS 
ALL KINDS 
NE.STS , 3HELLS, SPONGES, TEETH 
FOSSILS, FISH ~ REPTILES 
lv Biography of a Horned Owl 
2v Birds in Winter 
Jv Birds of Barrier 
4v Birds of the Countryside 
5v Birds of the Dooryara 
Source Comstock Rublishing Co. 
124 Roberts Place 
Cornell Heights 
Ithaca, N. Y. 
Source Winthrop Packard 
1442 \iashington St. 
Canton, J-1:ass. 
EXHIBITS 
Source Field Museum of Natural History 
Roo sevelts Road and Field Drive 
Chicago, Ill . 
Source Irvington Free Public Libra~ 
New Jersey 
Source Newark !,fuseum 
~.vashington Park \vest 
Ne\vark, N. J. 
16 mm FillvfS 
6v Birds of the Island vfaterways 
7v Birds of the Marshes 
8v Birds of North America 
9v Birds of Prey 
lOv Birds of the Sea 
llv Birds of the i;voodland 
12v Blacknecked Stilt 
13v B!luebird II I 
l" r.:; J.. 'UI' 
14v Bobolink and Bluejay 
15v Cooper's Hawk 
16v Five Colorful Birds 
17v High Over the Borders 
18v The IPJood Thrush 
19v vJoody 
20v How Birds Feed the Young 
2lv Humming Bird 
22v Hummingbird Home Life 
23v Life on the Western Marshes 
24v Nature's Songsters 
25v Private Life of the Gannet 
26v Realm of ·che v·vild 








Songbirds As Neighbors 
32v Thrushes and Relatives 
33v \,-Jaterbirds 
Hestern Birds at Home 
1rv"estern Waterfowl 
What Bird is That 
37v Wi.'I'J.ter Visitors 
38v .Animal Life 
Beach IVlasters 
40v Bears in Alaska 
4lv Biological Survey 
42v Buffalo Lore 
43v Common Animals of the Woods 
44v Deer and Its Relatives 
45v Desert Demons 
46v Desert Land 
47v Dwelle:tts of Forest 
48v Elephant 
49v Frogs 
-50v Fur Seal 
5lv Giants of Jungle 
52v Giants of North 
53v Hm., Animals Defend Themselves 
54v Kangaroo Rat 
55V Life at the Zoo 
56v Hammals of Countryside 
57v JVIammals of Rocky Mountains 
58v 111ammals of ~vestern Plains 
59v Pigs and Elephants 
60v Return of Vanishing Herd 
6lv Snakes 
62v Snakes Are Interesting 
63v Stalking Big Game in Montana 
64v Snapping Turtles 
65v Stars and Stripes 
1 66v Swampland 
67v Wild Animals-Their Homes and Habits 
6Sv vlild Elephant Roundup 
69v vfild Life on the Desert 
70rThe Zoo 
7lv Zoo's Who 
72v African Fauna 
73v Camera Thrills in Wilqest Africa 
74v The Jungle 
75v Simba 
76v The Veldt 
77v 11J'ild Life on the Veldt 
lv Fish of South Pacific 
FILMSTRIPS 
2v Frogs, Toads and Salamanders 
3v Amphibians-Toads and Frogs 
4v Frogs and Toads 
5v Amphibians-Salamanders, Newts and Allies 
6v Reptiles 
7v Reptiles, Turtles and Turtoises 
8v Slithering Snakes and Hardshelled Turtles 
9v Bug Eating and Blossom Eating Lizards 
lOv Reptiles-New World Lizards 
1 
llv Reptiles-Old World Lizards 
l2v Reptiles-Boas and Pythons 
-=- =- ~-------- --=-= === 
. I 
14v Harmless Colubrine Serpents 
l5v Reptiles-Poisonous Colubrine Serpents 
16v Reptiles-Viperine Serpents 
17v Fresh Water Turtles and Fish 
18v American Eagle 
19v Beach Bird 
20v Bills and Feet of Birds 
2lv Bird Studies from Coast to Coast 
22v Birds and Their' Nests 
23v Cranes and Flamingos 
, 24v Land Birds of North America 
25v Pelican and Cormorants-Ducks and Swans 
26v Perching Birds and Birds of Prey 
27v Varied Orders and Fowl-like Birds 
28v Varied Orders and lfingle.ss Birds. 
29v Bats Insectivora and Flat-toothed Edentates 
30v Marsupials-Egg laying Mammals 
3lv Mountain Lion to Deer to Harbor Seal 
32v Opossum to Bat to Picket Pins 
33v !v1arsupials-Kangeroos and Opossum 
34v Rodents-The Larger Species 
35v Rodents-Smaller Species 
36v Bovines, Sheeps, Goats and Antelopes 
37v The Deer 
38v Giraffe, Camels, vvild .Swine, Hippotami 
39v Odd-Toed-Ungulates and Elaphants 
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40v Canines and Smaller Carnivores 
4lv Carnivores-The Bears . 
42v Carnivores-The Cat Animals 
43v Carnivores~The Order of Seals 
44v Primates-Anthropoid Apes 
45v Primates-New ~vorld Honkeys 
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I. Relationship between Plant and Animals 
A. Interdependence 
1. Balance in nature 
2. Carbon cycle 
3. Nitrogen cycle 
4. Life and oxidation 









4. ' Hovement 




CHARTS AND POSTERS 
Source Denoyer-Geppert 




EVOLUTION OF PLAN'rS AND ANU1ALS 
I. Evolution of plants and anlinals 
-< 
A. Evidences of racial development 
1. Fossils, vestigial organs, homologous structures and 
,_._ embryology. 
B. Methods of racial development 
1 .. Lamarck's theory, Darvdn's t heory and mutation. 
2. Science vs religion 
C. Development of man 
l. Anthropology 
a. By implements 
b. Prehistoric men 
c. Races of men 




Source c. S. Hammond Co. 
440 Fourth Ave. 
New York City, N. Y. 
Record of man's social and cultural progress. 
16 rrnn FillfS 
lr Carbon-Oxygen cycle 
2r Camouflage in Nature through Farm and Color Matching 
3r Camouflage in Nature through Pattern Hatching 
4r Pattern Hatching 
5r How Nature Protects Animals 
6r Nitrogen Cycle 
7r In the Beginning 
Sr Fingers and Thumbs 
9r Monkeys Into Man 
lOr One Bililiion B. C. 
FILMSTRIPS 
lr Animals of Long Ago 
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lr Carbon-Oxygen Cycle X EBF 15 X X 
2r Camouflage in Nature X X COR 10 X X 
Through Form and 
Color Matching 
Jr Camouflage in Nature X X X COR 10 X X 
Through Pattern 
Matching 
4r Hm'l' Natur·e Protects X X 
5r Nitrogen Cycle COR 10 X X 
6r In the Beginning EBF 11 X X 
7r Fingers and Thumbs X X RKO 20 X X 
8r Monkey I nto Man X UB 20 X 







C) Cl> Cl> ~ 8 ~ § '"d C) 
·a ct! rl 0 f..; @ 0 
No. Name of FilmstriE t:l) ~ 0 0 
lr Aniiha.ls of Long Ago SVE 
2r Life Through the Ages MCH 49 X X 
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SECTION II HU~IAN BIOLOGY 
PART I 
GENERAL STRUCTURE 
I. General Structure of human body 
A. Three body regions 
1. Contents 
B. Tissues 
1. Connective, muscle, epithelial, blood, and nerve. 
C. Bones 
1. Composition, structure, and function 
D. Results of erect posture. 
VISUAL AIDS 
CHARTS ~ POSTERS 
LIVING SUBSTANCES OF THE m!2! 
MUSCULAR SYSTEM 
Source Denoyer-Geppert 
3333 Elston Ave. 
Chicago, Ill. 
SKELETAL SYSTEH 




DI SEASE ~·lAS HIS NAllffiSAKE Source Westinghouse, Pittsburgh, Pa. 
Story of Dr. Percival Pott-Two ailments christened in his honor-the Potts 
fracture and Potts's disease-a childhood spinal deformity. 
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16 nun FilMS 
lg Body Frante'l'iork 
2g Control of Body Temperature 
3g Hun1an Skin 
4g Iviuscles 
5g eare of the Feet 
6g Our Feet 
FILiviSTRIPS 
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lg Body Framework X X X X EBF 15 X 
2g Control of Body X X EBF 11 X X 
Temperature 
Jg Human Skin X X X BRA 12 X X 
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5g Care of the Feet X X EBF 11 X X 
6g Our Feet X X X BRA 11 X X 
FilMSTRIP 
lg Care of Feet X X EBF 85 X 







Definition and kind 
Dietary requirements 
Preservation of food 






a . 1'-iouth-teeth, tongue and glands 
b. Stomach- structure , functions and glands 
c. Intestines-structure, functions, glands and 
secretions . 
Comparison in plants and animals 
Respiration 
1. Organs 
a . Nose, trachea, lungs and diaphragm 
2. Breathing movements 
a . Inspiration-expiration 
3. Air changes in breathing 
4. Needs of ventilation 
5. Comparison of plants and animals 
c. Circul ation 
1. Blood-structure, function, changes in compo~ion 
2. Organ 
66 
a. Heart, arteries, veins, ' capillaries 
1) Structures and function 
3. Systems 
a. Systemic-course of blood and changes 
b. Pulmonary-course of blood and changes 
c. Portal-course of blood a~d changes 
d. Lymphatic-course of blood and changes 
4. Blood Plasma 
5. Comparison of circulation in plants apimals 
D. Ductless glands 
1. Kinds, location and secretion 
a . Thyroid, thymus, parathy-roid, pituitary, adrenaJ, 
pancreas, ovaries and testes 
E. Excretion 
1. Organs 
a. Kidneys, lungs and skin 
1. Structures, and functions 
b. Comparison of Plants and AnLmals secretion 
--------------c------------
VISUAL AIDS 
CHf~TS AND POST~~ 
CATALOGUE USTING DENTAL HEALTH EDUCATIC-N W.TEfl.I ALS such as poster , charts, 
models . Source America~ Dental Assn. 
Order Dept . 
222 E. Superior St . 
Chicago, Ill. (ll) 
CATliLOGUE OF CH.lliTS (free) Source Bristol-Myers Co. 
18 CHARTS Stages of Citrus Industry 
GUIDE TO PHYSICAL FITNESS 
POSTURE POSTER Sour ce 
Deot. SCA 9, 
630 Fifth Ave. 
New York (20), N. Y. 
Cal ifornia Fruit Growers Exhange 
Box 2706 Terminal Annex 
Los Angeles, 54, California 
California Fruit Gro~;ers Exchange 
Los Angeles, Cal . 
Samuel Hi ghby Camp Institute 
for Better Post ure 
Empire St at e Bldg. 
I 
New York (1), N. Y. 
rNa·,; YOUR BODY, STUDENT I!ANNI KI N OF HUM!.N ANATOI{Y (~ x 10) ;•1 . 00 
Source Denoyer-Geppert Co . 
FOR THE CALCIUJYI YOU NEED 
=-=-- -----
5235-52'37 Ravenswood Ave . 
Chicago:,_ 40 , Ill._ 
.EVAPOHATED !vULK: ~,JHAY I T I S !\.II!D HO'_·T I T I 3 PREPARED Etraporated rlil k Assn 
307 North 11ichi gan Ave . 
Chicago, (1), Ill. 
vi1-\NUF ACTURI NG P:.tOCESS OF CHOCOLATE AND COCOA 
[lORN FRO:H FIELD TO BRSAKF A:3T TA.BI,E 
(16 X 22 ) 50q: 
TUT::=?.ITI \J:G VALU:SS OF CANNED FOODS 
Hershey Chocolat e Cor-p. 
Hershey, Pa . 
Kellogg Co. 
Home Economi c Dept . 
Bat tle Creek, r·Iichi gan 
National Cap__ner s As s:a . 
Home l:';cononric Dept . 
1739 N. St . N. T;J ~ 
~,Jashington DC 
68 
COLOREJ FOOD VALUE CH.'~T 4th Edi tion National Live Stock nd He a r Boar-. I 
407 S . Bearborn St . 
THE FOOD3 YOU NK"SD J!JV 7:HY DAY 
nosrr~-:>0 ( .c .0 slX· ) 
_. , ~ ....Jh..J se v O.L 
JI.TUTfLITION Y/~-::?.D3TICF 75¢ 
THE B._3I ~ 3}!:7ll1Y 
and other p osters 
31Y\..l-1 , T -r:;.:; FOTil'ffiAl'I OH OF LI F:C 
:=rLJi.GY F.::t t.~ TI-13 SUP 
------
3TfJ. -.::1 :-L!.3 i'-L-'RI AD USES 
Food Va lues 
Di gestion 
Dent3.l Eygiene 
_· ir an j_ Eea.l th 
_,ircul :,..tion 
:.iecret i on nn -=::.;;:cretion 




Chicago, 5, Ill . 
Se a l-Gest Consumer 3ervic e 
230 Park !~ve . 
New York 17, N. Y. 
Su:.;ar Informe;.tion In c . 
Box 137 
New York (5 ) , N. Y. 
Denoyer- Geppert 
5235- 5237 Ravens1rood .. ~1re . 
ChicJ.go , Ill. 
Orga1:.s ') I D..L c::e...; ::,ion :ncl Assimilation 
S __ i n e.r.d .&x:cret ory Organs 
nsco··_m:fl.rm 
- -------
T:.!2 ~-ET:L.CULOU :3 FLUI D .Sour c e · :::sti nghcmse , Pitt:::b·,:r ,;h , Pa . 
Th e pro;;r ess i n ~. s.::.rning a. bout blood ~mel its . use.s . 
3o;~rce 
T)efi r: ienc~- -' -: -; .. :; e . 
3tory of Do ctor Finlay =cnc~. J octor C-ol~ ,:o.;-.:;.s ar;.d Dc)("! tor nee effo:nt s 
to conr:uer .;rello >T fever . 
TQ('II'E F0'1 ;.,_ T00:2E :Source 
- -----
r ~odern m_et __ oiE of denistr;:;- for correctin~ a i lin.; teetl: c.:.nd dev~ 
el opm.:=:nt of orev cnt2. ti ve rlc::ntistry . 
16 mm FIU -.73 
2h 1.:echanism of Breathii.".g 
3~1 I·Iee.>·t and Circul ati on 
4h Endocrin e Gl ands 
5~1 · Iorl: of Ki ci.neys 
~h Con :::.rol of Bod.y e~j)erf:.ture 
7 1Ti ne Basic Function:c.l .3:;.-steus 
8h =-Iu:.l-ill Th:coat 
9h I:i dneys , Ure-::. r e:md Bladd r 
10 .",_b ut F ces 
l l h Behi _ the Smi l e 
l 2h Forms G.I1d Us3s of Teeth 
l Jh Hm·.r Teeth Gr·m·r 
l 4h Ora l l-Iysi ene 
l5h Our Teeth 
16h The Teeth 
17h Your Teeth 
18h Balanced ~.Jay 
19h Fundffi~entals of Diet 
20h Life in the B~lance 
2l h Hp,gic Ll phabet 
22h Magic Food 
23h I-iaki· _g Ends Heet 
21#1 The ~-fan lVl1o Ei ss":')d Breakf ast 
25h More Life i n Living 
26h Proof o~ the Pudding 
2'7h 'omething You Diclii r t Eat ~ 
28h Story of Human E..11ergy 
301 Tv.ro Little Rat s and Hovr They Gre1v 
3l h Vim, Vigor and Vi tamins 
32h Vitamin B1 
33h Vitamin D 
34h Vitamin :li se 
35h Vitamin A B c D 
36h The \'lay to a Han ' s Hear t 
3'7h 1/Jhenever You Eat 
38h Alimentar y Canal 
39h Di gestion of Food 
FIIlv13TRI PS 
lh Nos e Throat and Ears 
2h Circul atory Syst em 
3h Body Defenses gainst Disease 
4h Heart and Circul ation 
5h Respiratory .System 
6h Di gestion of Foods 
7h Dig~stive System 
8h Gl andular Syst em 
9h Reproduct ion 
16h Reproduction A.mong Ham.mals 
llh Food and Nutriti on 
12h The :Teeth .... · ~ ·, · 
l 3h Your Teeth and Your Health 
14h Eyes and Their Care 








Q) § ~ bO a II) i> 
0 ~ -ri ~ J:: Q) -ri •ri g .+) 0 "0 ~ .+) a 0 •ri ~ -ri -ri 
.g II) ~ ~ Q) Q) .+) II) ..c:: -ri .+) •n ~ II) Q) .+) 0 0 ~ .+) •ri 0 U) .+) Q) U) "' 0 ~ "0 ..!l4 g ~ ~ 0 S-t S-t 0 ~ 'bh .+) Q) g .~ Q) § 0 ~ .+) p, m Q) U) U) ,.., ~ ,.., ~ ~ :5 Q) ~ :to -ri t£ -ri •ri 0 0 0 P:: 0 Q Q Cll E-i Cll Cl) 0 
No. 
I I 
,2lh X X TFC 10 X X I 




X X DCL 12 X X 
124h X CAS 2S X X 
125h X X NDC 12 X X 
I 
126h X X MET 10 X X 
I 
J27h X USA 9 X X 
i 
,j28h X X PFC 10 X X 
1129h X X MOD 33 X X 
I;30h X DCL 11 X X 
1'3lh X X BLY 10 X 
1132h X EBF 15 X X 
133h X X EBF 15 X X 
1t: 
X X CFJ3 ' 15 X X 
X X GFB. 15 X X 
II 
,36h X X CAS 30 X X 
137h X X Nne: 12 X X 
138h X X X EBF 11 X X 
















Name of Film 
Nose, Throat and Ears 
Circulatory System 
Body Defenses Against 
Disease 
Heart Circulation 
15h Respiratory System 
16h Digestion of Foods 
l7h Digestive System 
18h Glandular System 
li9h Human Reproduction 
l!lOh Reproduction Among 
I 
Mammals 
llh Foods and Nutrition 
I 




13h Your Teeth and Your 
Health )!14h Eyes and Their Care 






























X SVE 47 X 
x EBF 73 
EBF 70 
x EBF 73 
SVE 35 X 
EBF 86 
SVE 35 x 
SVE 4.2 x 
MCG 30 X 
EBF 84 
x EBF 86 
EBF 8.2 
X SVE 56 X 
X EBF 78 X 
















I. Control System 
A. Brain 
1. Structure, size ill1d location of 
a . Cerebellwn, cerebrum, medulla and spinal cord 
b. Activity of each part 
B. Nerves 
1 . Structure, kinds and functions 
2. Reflex action 
3. Fatigue &.'1.d habits 
4. Habits 
c. Sense Organs 
1. Touch 
2 . Taste 
3.. Smel l 
4. Hearing 
a . ,Structure and care of ear 
b. Hovr ''ie hear 
5.. Si ght 
a. Structure and care of eye 
b. How ,.,_re see 
c. Defects of eye 
d. Relation of alcohol and tobacco to nerves 
The Nervous System 
The eye 
The Ear 
ARNOLD PHYSIOLOGY SERI ES 
Brain and Nervous System 
Structure of Ear 




5235-5237 Ravenswood Ave. 
Chicago (40), Ill. 
Source Denoyer-Geppert 
Chico.go, I ll. 
16 mm FIINS 
-----
Development of Nervous System i n Vertebrates and Invertebrates 
Fucntion of Nervous System 
Nose , Throat and Ears 
Eyes and Th eir Care 
5n How Eyes Function 
6n Your Children's Eye 
n Your Eyes 
t: 
How the Ear Functions 
Right to Hear 
-Your Children's Ears 
I ln Your Ears 
FILHSTRIPS 
n N-e:rvous System ' 
Eyes and Their Care 









(l) s:: "(j 
Nervous Szstem M s:: 0 ~ ::s 0 -r-1 Q) 
+I ~ -r-1 +I a Q) 
(.) ~ +I 11$ Q) (.) "(j ..!4 M 
I 
e (.) II) ·Q, g Q) g (.) 0 ~ aj .~ ~ ....... +I ~ t! 0 Cl) Cl) Cl) E-4 Cl) 0 
!No. Name of Film 
I 
I 
lln Development of Nervous X X X BRN 30 X X j 
-I System in Vertebrates and Invertebrates 
II: Function of Nervous X X EBF 11 X X System Nose, Throat, and Ears X X X MH 15 X X 
114n Eyes and Their Care X X X EBF 11 X X 
I 
l5n How E,res Function X X KB 10 X X 
6n Your Children'S Eyes X X X BIS 20 X X 
11 7n Your Byes X X X YAM 10 X X 
I IBn How the Ear Functions X X KB 11 X X 
l9n Right to Hear X ISU 31 X X 
lOn Your Children's Ears X X X BIS 15 X 
lln Your Ears X X X YAM 10 X 
FilMSTRIPS Q) +I 
•r-1 § 
Q) "(j 
s § II) ~ 
+I •r-1 ~ +I Q) II) 
I 
(.) +I (.) (.) Q) Q) ..!4 M e (.) +I Q) Q) g ~ "(j (.) 0 ~ ~ Q) ~ to-t g 11$ ....... +I II) Q) M @ 0 Cl) :::> 0 Cl Cl) I%. 0 
tln Nervous System X X X X SVE 36 X X 
l1 2n E,res and Their Care X X X X EBF 78 X 
j1 3:b Your Future in Sight X X X X ZUR 100 






a. Exercise, rest and posture 
2. Digestion 
a. Diet and teeth 
3. Respiration 




II B. Conquest of Disease 
I 
· I 
1. DefBnses against disease 
a. Skin, natural r esistance , 1v-hite corpuscles 
antibodies and acquired immunity. 
2. Kinds of Diseases 
a. Diphtheria, scarlet fever, small pox, rabies, 
typhoid, lockjaw, etc. 
3. Antiseptics and disinfectants 
4. New drugs 
a. Sulfa-penicillin 
5. Insect and disease 
b. Nosquitoes 
' 
6. Food and wate r supply control 
7. Sanitation 
C. Heredity 
1. f..Y.endel 1 s Laws 
2. Plant breeding 
3. Animal breeding 
4. Eugenics vs euthenic 
Germ and Germ Diseases 
J:tJ:unicipal Sanitation 
The Health Department 
THE LIFE J~ LIVE 
VISUAL AIDS 
Source Denoyer-Geppert 
5235-5237 Ravenswood Ave. 
Chicago (40), Ill. 
RECORDDJGS 
Sour ce C.B.S. 485 Madison Ave., N. Y. 
Research in biology will tell us more about increasing the span 
of life, nevf knowledge of brain and nervous system, and defeat of 
virus and cancer. 
A LONGER LIFE Source C.B~S. 485 Madison Ave ., N. Y. 
Physiology and pschology of aging and hmv- future research rnay 
increase longevity. As proportion of elderly peopl e increase , 
science i s under more pressure to apply and add to kn01•rledge . 
}ITCROBE I NVADERS Source C. B. S. 486 Madison Ave . N. Y. 
Invasion of simple bacteria and hm1 they depend on us for sur-
vival. Tte drams of how parts of body fight disease and develop anti-
toxins . 
SO TO SLEEP 
--
Source C.B.S. 485 Madison Ave ., N. Y. 
Biological research of why vre fallasleep and what happens while 
asleep . 
RECORDINGS 
TIIE CO\v THAT STOPPED A PLAGUE Hestingllouse Elec. Corp. 
School Service, 306 4th Ave. 
Pittsbu~, Pa. 
Dramatic conque s t of smallpox. Dr. Jenner discovered 
vaccination-a method of 1dping out smallpox 
DEATH OF THE ~HCROBE Westinghouse, Pittsburgh, Pa. 
Refusal to accept idea that sickness is inevitable. 
Pioneers blaze new trails in medicalresearch . 
DEl\10CRliCY .AND HEALTH I.D.E.--Institute for Democratic Educ . 
Fight for health in U. S. shows denocracy in action . Attempts 
thNarted by selfishness ana prejudice, but medical science in u. S 
novr leads vrorld. 
THE GOLDEN TOUCH Westinghouse 
School Service, 306 4th Ave. 
Pittsburgh, Pa . 
Story of the disease of tuberculosis . Hethods of fighting it 
discovered by Dr. Edward Trudeau. 
KEEPING CLEAN National Broadcasting Co. 
RCA Building 
Radio Cit y , New York City , N. Y. 
Campaign for sanitation and community hygiene. The struggle 
to legalize public health. 
PUBLIC HEALTH Colel'nbia Broadcast ing System 
48.1;). Hadison Ave. 
New York City, N. Y. 
The public health physician devotes his effert toward maintenance and 
i m rovement of health in his coJ:rtrnunit • 
How· are Your Feet 
Protect Grmring Feet 
Exercises for Foot Health 
Your Feet Grow for ~0 years 
~~Talk and Be Heal thy 
VISUAL AIDS 
CHARTS 
Source National Foot Health Council 
Rockland, Mass. 
Ten Basic Rules for Foot Health 
NYSTROH 'S PHYSIOLOGY SEHIES Source A. J . Nystrom & Co. 
3333 Elston Ave. 
HYGIE:t-TE- J\l'JJ\TmJIY- NA . .~.'i.COTICS...;.DISEASE Chicago ( lS), Ill. 
Skeleton 
Huscles 
Blood and Circulatory System 
Digestion 
Nervous 
Lymph and Ly!llplj.ati c System 
Teeth and Skin 
Eyes, Ears , Nose and Throat 
Effects of Alcohol 
Tobacco and Habit Forming Drugs 
Causes of Disease 
Prevention of Diseases 
lhy Body Defenses Against Disease 
2hy Cleanliness and Health 
3hy If Its Health Your Seeking 
4hy Lease on Life 
?hY Posture and exercise 
6hy Posture for Poise 
7hy Posture Habits 
8hy Sitting Right 
9hy Fit to Win 
lOhy Defending the City's Health 
llhy Your Health Department 
12hy Your Health Department in Action 
13hy How Disease is Spread 
14hy Immunization 
15hy Insects as Carriers of Disease 









I . Conservation 
A. Forests 
1. Enemies 




2. Prot ection 




a . Birds 
b. Fish 
c. Animals (Hamrnals) 
D. Soil 
E. .Health 
II. Prominent Biologist 
A. Pasteur, Lee\'fen...•J.Oeck, Hooke, Lister, Schleiden , Schwann, 
~1organ , Mendel, Pavlov, Audubon, Comstock, etc. 
VISUAL AIDS 
RXHIBIT 
. \11/ELDHOOD PLY'JOOD (fir and vJalnut) U. S. Ply1-rood Corp • 
Serice Bureau SCA 
55 ~vest 44th St. 
New York (18), N. Y. 
CHP.RTS 
LtnviBER CONTENT.S OF A DOUGLAS FIR LOG !,fest Coast Lumberman 1 s Assn 
S. ~·~ . Harrison St . 
SOIL CONS~~RVATION .AND FJJ;RTI LITY 
RECORDINGS 
OUR NATIONAL RESOURCES 
Portland (5)Bre. 
A. J. Nystrom 
3333 Elston Avenue 
Chicago (40), Ill. 
Columbia Broadcasting Sy$tem 
N. Y. , N. Y. 
Elements of vreather wearing a1vay topsoil. from American farm. 
National resources--minerals, forests and oil are exploited f aster 
than need be. 
OUT OF THE TliOODS 
--- -- --- -----
Source Columbia Broadcasting System 
N. Y., N. Y. 
Conservation of forests, protection, repl~Dting , stressed. 
\I'JOODlviJlN , SPAEill THAT 'rREE Sourcfe Institute for Democratic Edu . 
The conserv'ltion mevement takes root and grmvs . Principle that 
-~erica's resources shall be used in a sane intelligent way~ 
8 (:i 
H.ECORDINGS 
1 GROHTH OF THE SOIL Source - Institute for Democratic Educ. 
Ne\'r methods and new crops. Agricultural schools and experimentation 
pave the way for a nevr science. Luther Burbank and others to the fore. 
JO~m bartam Source - Westinghouse, Pittsburgh, Pa . 
Middle aged Quaker who in 1750 was acclaimed as greatest botanist 
of his day. Searched for nevr species, described, catalogued, and 
experimented with them. 
16 rnm FIIJviS 
lc Arteries of Life 
2c Conservation of Natural Resources 
3c Conservation Road-Natural Resources 
4c Heritage We Guard 
5c Natural Resources of Pacific 
6c Seeds of Destruction 
7c Back to Missouri 
Sc Everymans t Bnpire 
9c Free Horizon-National Parks and Forests 
lOc Strength of the Hills 
llc Our Natural Parks and Forests 
12c Luther Burbank 
13c Pasteur Legacy 













+> ~ Q) 
~ 0 +> Q) +=> •rl 
:> 0) ~ § Q) ·rl 0 
~ :I: ·rl p;, +> Q) 11 Conservation<!> :>. r-1 a! (I) ~ CD +> a! t r-1 •rl ctl ~ (I) :a ~ a! ...:! +> Q) +> Q) aJ 0 CD ~ ~ 0) C) ~ '0 ~ ~ 
•£b CD Q) 0) 0) CD '0 Q) '0 Q) 8 Q) Q) § C) 0 0) ~ ~ ~ +> ~ s:: r-1 ~ .~ r-1 c.1 r-1 ~ •rl ..P. Q) 0 a! ~ ·rl 0 0 •rl 0 @ 0 0 ....... p.. 0 :s: 
""" 
:s: f:r.. Cf) E-< Cf) Cf) 0 
No. 
lc X X X X EBF 10 X X 
2c X X X X EBF 11 X X 
3c X X X X X FIL 22 X X 
4c X X X CAS 30 X X 
5c X X X X X COR 10 X X X 
6c X X X X EBF 10 X X 
7c X X X HOC 25 X X 
Be X X X X USF 20 X X 
9c X X X X X FI~ 22 X X 
10c X X X X X CAS 11 X X 
11c X X X X FIL 22 X 
12c X EBF 12 X X 
13c X X X MOF 30 X X 
14c X X X TFC 
AIMS ill: PHYSICS COURSE 
1. To increase the students knowledge about the physical world 
he lives in, to make him more eff icient. 
2. To develop skills, interests, and habits which will aid in 
better solving of everyday problems. 
3. To develop an appreciation of scientific progress and develop-
ment. 
4. To provide students with an opportunity to learn about 
scientific vocations. 
5. To provide interests which will develop into more worthwhile 










COURSE OF STUDY FOR PHYSICS 
II PART I 
JviECHJ.NICS 
1 I. Hechanics of Solids 
A. r1etric and English measurements 
:£. Density 
B. Simple machines 
1. Levers 
a. Center of gravity 
2. ~'lheel and Axle 
3. Pulley 
4. Incline plane 
5. Screws 
a. Mechanical advantage 
C. vvork, Power and Friction 
1. Principle of work 
a. Weight times perpendicular distance 
2. Horsepmver 
3. Coefficient of Friction 
4. Efficiency 
D. Non-parallel Forces 
1. Composition of forces 
2. Resolution of forces 
II 
I 
METRIC SYSTEl'1 CH.4.RT 
SIHPLE 1-'l:A.CHI:N~S 
VISUAL AIDS 
CHARTS MJD POSTERS 
Source Cambosco Scientific Co. 
Antwerp St. 
Boston, Mass. 
Source Davis-Smith Charts 
A. J. Nystrom 
CO~ffiiNING SIMPLE MACHINES 3333 Elston Ave . 
Chicago9, Ill. 
CUTAWAY VIlli~ OF FUEL INJECTION SYSTEM American Bosch Corp. 
Springfield, Mass. 
RECORDINGS 
DOMESTIC MEASURES AND MEASURING DEVICES Westinghouse--School Service 
306 4th Ave. 
Pittsburgh, Pa . 
I' 
I 
Dr. Philip Thomas defines weight, force of gravity, English and 
 1\Ietric syste::n. Describe first time measuring device and finally he 











I tf' 3 v 
PART I I 
I 
16 mm Films 
1m Lever Age I 
' 2m Lever and the Pulley 
3m Energy and Its Transformation 
4m. Matter and Energy 
5m Principle of ~1oments 
I 
6m Prind,.ple of Dry Friction 
7m Simple l~achines 
8m Precisely So. 
'\ 
Filmstrips 
1m 1-Jhy Study Physics 
2m Matter 
3m Molecular Forces in Matter 
4ra Energy 
5m lYie chani c s I(JH) 
6m Mechanics II(JH) 
7m Mechanics I Qevers) 
8m Mechanics II (JH Incline plane ~ 
9m Mechanics III(Pulley, etc. ) 
lorn Principle of Moment 
llm Principle of Dry Friction I 
12m Mechanics and Heat I 
13m Structure of Hatter 







18m Simple Machine 
II. l~echanics of Liquids 
A. Pressure and total force 
B. Archimedes' principle 
C. Specific gravity 





F. Special properties of liquids 
a. Cohesion, surface tension, capillarity 
WATER APPLIANCES 
PROPERTIES OF WATER 
VISUAL AIDS 
CHARTS AND EXHIBITS 
Smith Davis Source A. J. Nystrom 
3333 Elston St. 
Smith Davis Chicago (18), Ill. 
THE VJATERL'.THEEL GENERATOR (25 x 36) Source Westinghouse, Pittsburgh, Pa. 
Cutaway view of waterwheel generator with major operating parts indicated. 
RECORDINGS 
THE PUMP THAT DIDN'T Source 1.Vestinghouse, Pittsburgh, Pa. 
Story about the Duke of Tuscany who had a pump that wouldn't. 
Gallileo, Torricelli and Pascal studied it and from it came the 
discovery of atmo~pheric pressure and the barometer. 
95 
==~~~-=-~-~====================================================~F======= 
.Tif§ SERGEANT M!Q THE TURTLE Source Westinghouse, Pittsburgh, Pa • 
Story about world first submarine warfare during Revolutionary War. 
STEEL ~ FLOATS Source Westinghouse, Pittsburgh, Pa. 
A study of surface tension. A discussion of simple experiments 
such as floating a needle on water. 
16 mm Films 
11 Characteristics of Liquids 
21 Harnessing Liquids 
31 Molecular Theory of Matter 
41 Solids, Liquids and Gases 
51 Application of Pascal's Law 1 &2 
61 Basic Principles of Hydraulics 
71 Derivation of Pascal's Law 
81 Fluid Flow in Hydraulic Systems 
91 Gravitation of Liquids 
101 Properties of Liquids 
FILMSTRIPS 
11 Liquid Pressure 
21 Buoyancy and Archimedes Principle 
31 Density and Specific Gravity 
41 Specific Gravity of Solids and Liquids 
51 Measuring Fluid Pressure 
61 Bernoulli's Principle 
71 Reciprocating Pumps 
81 Jet Pumps, Siphons and Rotating Pumps 
91 Molecular Forces in Liquids 
161 Vaporization 
101 Properties of Liquids 
III. Mechanics of Gases 
A. Atmosphere 
1~ Composition 
B. Barometers · 
c. II '\ Boyles, Charles and Gas Law 
IV. Properties of Matter 
A. Molecular Forces 
1. Cohesion, adhesion, elasticity and diffusion 
2. Potential and kinetic energy 
3. Impulse and momentum 
4. Conservation of energy 
B. Three Lav•s of Motion 
A. Acceleration 
a. Constant and starting at rest 
' 
b. Freely falling bodies 
B'. Ine:;tia 
c. Interaction 
VISUAL AIDS . 
CHARTS AND POSTER 
Davis Smith Charts 
USES _OF _AI_R .:..PR;.::;""';;;;.:H.S;;,::S:.;;;U;;;.:R;::E 
BAROMETER COMPARISON SCALE 
Source A. J. Nystrom 
3333 Elston Ave. 
Chicago (18), Ill. 
Source Cambosco Scientific 
Antwerp st. 




16 mm. FIINS 
lg Characteristics of Gases 
2g Aerodynamics--Lift 
3g Aerodyna11tics--.Properties of Air 
4g Ai r in Action 
5g Atmosphere and Circulation 
6g Peculiarities of Air 
7 g Air Pressure in i~nich We Live 
l g At mosphere and Airfoil 
2g Effedt of Jviolecular Hotion 
3g At mospheric Pressure 
FII,JI.fSTRIPS 
4g Exploring the Atmosphere- Streamline Flov; 
5g Barometers and Heather 




2n Force and Velocity Vectors 
3n Uniform lVIoti on 





II) ~ s:: •r-1 . 
0 § ~ a "" II) II) ~ Q) Q) 
"" f '0 J' Ia) SimJ2le .Machines $ I! "" ~ ~ ~ "' ~ 
I 
0 C) II) Q) 
C) r-f e Q) ;q a C) '0 ~ J..t . .;1 Q) A. g Q) § C) 0 > 0 A. ~ .~ "' r-f · i tt Q) 0 ~ ~ 0 @ 8lr 0 rz.. 0 (/) 8 CJ) 
· No. Name of Film 
li lm I Lever Age X X · X SHE 20 X X I 
I! 2m Lever and .the Pulley X X X GPP 6 X X ;I 
I 
13m Energy and Its Trans- X X X EBF 11 X X I. 
i formation 14m Matter and Energy X X X COR 10 X X X 
1: 5m Principle of Moment X X CAS 23 X X I' 
I 
11 6m Principle of Dry X X X -CAS 17 X X I 
Friction li 
' 7m Simple Machines X X EBF 11 X X 
I (levers) II 1· 8m Precisely So (Measure- X X at-I 20 X X 
1[ II ment) 
II ., 
r' I I 
I 
I I 
I I I I' 
:I 
i!_ ll ~:· 
11 FilMSTRIPS 
I 
'I t ..j.) I . w 
I 
~ I 
a Q) ..j.) 
Ol •r-1 
I! "' § I Q) § 0) Ol ~ I ) Q) ~ •ri ~ I •r-1 tt-l ~ ;a Machines ..j.) 0 
i H 
0 Q) 0) .f-) 
Q) 0) 0 0) •r-1 0 Q) Q) s:: ~ I 0.. '0 ·r-1 .f-) r-i H ~ '0 Q) 
bo. 
0 s:: 0) •r-1 0.. ::l ;g r-i ~ I ~ •r-1 &i § ~ 0 H oM Name of Filmstrip t::<:: co 1%.. co 
I 
1m Why Study Physics X JH 72 II 
II \2m Matter X X JH 77 
I 
I ~3m Molecular Forces in Matter X X JH 63 
II 
4m Energy X X JH 41 X X X 
15m Mechanics I (JH) ' X X JH 46 X X x l 
'16m Mechanics II (JH) X JH 32 X X xll ! 
17m Mechanics L~ (levers) X X X SVE 41 X X x i 
IBm Mechanics II (Inclined plane) X X X SVE 43 X X X 
I xll 9m Mechanics III X X X SVE 37 X X I 
!1cm Principle of Moment USE II 
I I 
11m Principle of Dry Friction USE 
I 
II M . and Heat FIL t 2m echaru.cs 
63 13m Structure of Matter X X JH 
.I 
ll14m Units of Measurement X X X JH 36 
15m Work X X X JH 30 
!1 16m Power X X X X JH 36 
jl7m Friction 
I 
:1&1 Simple Machine X X X JH 91 
I! 
1_00 
-- -- I - - ----
-r-





I I :10:1~ r-- FilMSTRIPS 
+> 
li s::l ; 
a G) +> II) 
..-f 
"' § ~~B) Liquids II) II) ~ § G) ~ •ri '0 ·ri ft.! ~ &i +> 0 ~ 0 CD Ill +) 
I -
G) Ill 0 Ill :!:1 0 m ~ 
s::: ~ 0.. '0 ..-f +> ~ G) 0 0 ~ II) •ri 0.. ::s •ri r-f "' ~ ~ :S ~ 0 ~ 6 •ri r-f A. Cl) 
"" 
Cl) r:Il 
~o. Name of FilmstriE 
' 
I 
ill Liquid Pressure X X X JH 77 
21 Buoyancy and Archimedes X X JH 57 
i31 
Principle 
Density and Spec. Gravity X X JH 50 
I 
141 Spec. Gravity of Solids X JH 105 
151 
and Liquids 
Measuring Fluid Pressure X JH 50 
61 Bernoulli's Principle X X JH 53 
·71 Recip~cating Pumps X X X JH 109 
81 Jet Pumps, Siphons and X X X JH 103 
Rotating Pumps 
[91 Molecular Forces in X X JH 74 X X X 
1 Liquids 
JH 82 101 Vaporization X X X X X X 
' ., 
It \\ 1-0Z 





I< II) Q) 
I ft-IQ)Ul ~ 0 ...-f s::: § 
l1cJ 
P,O 
+» ·ri ·ri 
II) ~ ~~ · Q) § Gases •ri [· ~ 
1: 
~ 0 II) CD t:.. CD ...-f a () ~ ~ P. Q) ~ CD § 0 0 0 ~ ~ -~ CIS ...-f I 6:: 0 0 @ 0 I t=l t=l (/) E-4 Cl) 0 ,, 
,,No. Name of Film 
/lg Characteristics of Gases X EPS 9 X X 
l1 2g Aerodynamics-Lift X X BRA 8 X X 
1f3g Aerodynamics-Properties 
of Air X BRA 8 X X 
4g Air in Action X X COR 10 X X X 
.I 
!5g Atmosphere and Circula- X X EBF 11 X X 
I tion 
l6g Peculiarities of Air BRA X 
I 
!7g Air Pressure in which BRA X 
II We Live 
C) Gases and Properties 
of Matter 
rN o. Name of Film 
'
1lg Atmosphere and Airfoil 
2g Effect of Molecular Motion 
Jg Atmospheric Pressure 
4g Exploring the Atmosphere 
Streamline Flow 
1
5g Barometers and Weather 






2n Force and Velocity Vectors 
3n Uniform Motion 






















X JH 53 
X JH 67 
JH 90 
X JH 88 
JH 50 
X SVE 49 X X X 
X JH 86 X X X 
X JH 52 
X JH 42 
X JH 31 
X JH 38 







1. Fa~renheit , centigrade P-nd Kelvin 
C. E.·::pansion 
l. Licluids 
a . Abnorma l ·water 
2 . Solids 
J .. Gases 
D. Transfel~ence 
1. Convection 
2 . Conduction 
3. Hadiation 
E . Heasurement 
1. E..'Ccha.nge bet~:e en t1vo bodies 
2 . Heat of fl:caion :.md va:?orization 
a . ~Jater 
3. Hunidity c.nd evaporation 
4. Home heating sy stems 
5. l:-le chanical equivalent of heat 
6 . Stee .. m en _::: ines .::•.nd ~~urbines 
7. Gas ens:;ines 
S . Diesel en.:;ines 
1_04. 
THE PROPEI?.TIES OF HEAT) 
) 
USES OF HEAT ENERGY ) 
) 
ENERGY TIL~1SFOlli1ATION ) 
VISUAL AIDS 
CHARTS AlJD POSTERS 
Source: A. J. Nystrom 
3333 Elston Ave. 
Chicago, Ill. 
THE STEA!>-1 TURBINE AND CONDENSER 
Source: Westinghouse, 
Pittsburgh, Penn. 
Full color chart showing major operating parts of steam turbine 
and condenser. 
KNOW YOUR CARBUREI'OR) 
) 
4 STROKE CYCLE ENGINE) 
Operation Principles: 
RECORDINGS 
J. I. Case Co. 
700 State St. 
Racine \tlisconsin 
THE BNfEVOLENT TYRANT Source: Westinghouse, 
Pittsburgh, Penn. 
Benjamin Thompson, who helped overthrow erroneous ideas about nature 
of heat energy. Thompson who became Duke Rumford observed the heat was 
generated during the process of boring cannon and from this observation 
proved that the caloric theory of heat was wrong. 
TN~ERATURE NORMAL Source: Westinghouse 
Pittsburgh, Penn. 
Story of Santorio who invented first clinical thermometer and of 
Carl A. Wunderlicle who battled for its acceptance by the medical pro-
fession. 
:10 5 
16 mm FilMS 
\ 
lh Heat and Pressure 
2h Distributing Heat Energy 
3h Fuels and Heat 
4h Thermodybamics 
5h Liquid Air 
6h 1"lagic of Steam I-Steam Turbine 
7h Steam Engine 
8h Steam '£urbine 
lh Fire and Heat 
2h Fusion 
3h Gas Expansion 
hh Heat Expansion 
5h Heat Transfer 
6h Measurement of Heat 
7h Temperature 
8h Refrigeration 
9h Putting Heat to lfork 






I. El ectricity and Magr1etism 
"'" . Lavm of !.1l:3.6':1e tism. Emd magncti c field 
B. N&:i:.ure of El ectricity 
1, Fund:,me"1.t a l concepts of e l ectron ctnd t heory of elsct...ri cit y 
2 . Conductors a...YJ.d insula tors 
3 , Static el~ ctri city 
4. Atomic s t ructure of matter 
5. Construction c::.nd ~Jrinciples of storage cells 
C. Zlectric CUl'rents 
1. Fundamenta l un i ts- aJnpere , Yolt and ohm 
2 . Pa ralle l and series circuit 
3. Effect of Electric e.l Currents 





'I II b. Electromagnets 
II 1) Uses 
c. ,Chemical effects I 
II 
I 
1) Electrolysis, electropl ating and electrotyping 
I d. Heating effects 
1) Heaters , toasters, irons, etc . 
e. Pmver 
f . Light 
I 
I 

















a . Fleming's rule 
b. DC and AC 
5. :Hotors 
a . Three finger rule 
b. Series , shnnt and AC 
6. Alternating Current 
a . Induced current 
b. Transformers 
c. Telephones 
VISUAL AI DS 
CHA.c'l.TS 
1
1 . Great Man of Electrical Engineering) 
1: 2. Electron Tube ) Source Westinghouse Electric Corp . 
1 3. Particles of Nucleus ) ~ I 
I' 11 4. Structure of Nucleus ) 
i:=~ 
School Service 






jctr=n·r,·NT I .. Ld.i:J ) 
:SL:J::CTROHAGN3T 3 :iFD TH:C::IR US'ES ) 
Source A. J . N'ystroi!l & Co . 
3333 Elston Ave . 
Chicago (8), Ill . 
E:0-iiBIT3 
Sm.u·ce ,Scott Foresman & Co . 
114 Ec.st 23rd .3t . 
New York City, r.r . Y. 
Source \Lsti nghouse, Pittsburgh , Fa . 
T.1o:nas Do.ven~port, vil::..aze bla cksmith of Brandon, Vt . 1-)ec a.me more 
int3rested in e l ectrical things t:1an in shoeing horses . Stor:r of electrical 1 
maenet 2.nd develop;.llent of early '':lotor i s told . 
I fi'T.TTI 1 ' .. - ~ :J --- Source "·Testinzhouse , Pittsbur gh , Pa . 
In the l Cth century the kick of a frog in the l a.b of Go.lva.ni 
I gave him basis of t heory of el ctricit~T . Volta s;,.··r r eal signific o.:::1ce .::n.d 
developed :,:1e fin·~. bo.tter:r . 
I :':-'EN 'i'I'1E ~Tb-~ !Ti\T"::Y 
The stor3· :celates the development of 'Ch·3 "l'J.odern electric cl'Jr:::.: . 
El J~tro:~nagnets fil~.:n. us ed 11ere more a fa.ilurs than a .success but frorr: 
it cE..;nl',; the .!w c:ern electric 
I VC!.CE3 OF EI3TORY 
clock . 
Source General ~ecord Co . 
1600 BroadN-ay, Hevl York, N. Y • 
. 3in;;le faced recording dealing -witl: Thomt,s Alva Edison , 
16 nun FiliiS 
l e r:agnets 
2e Har:;netic effects of El ectricit;jT 
3e Electrost atics 
l+e El ement ary El ectricity- - Amperes , volts and ohms 
5e Elementar;y ii:lectricity- - Current and El ectromoti ve Force 
6e Principles of Electricity 
7e Story of Electri city 
8e ~!hat i s 3l ectricity 
9e 3le ctrod~'-'112 .. mi cs 
lOe Hagneti sn 
















AC and DC Generators 
AC Voltmeters and .Ammeters 
Condensers and Choke Coils 
DC Voltmet ers and P~eters 




Current El e ctr icity 










14.e Th e Generator 
15e Al ter nating Current.s 
li6e El ect ric Hotors 
II 
I 7e El ectric Eete:cs I' 
l Q- Appl i cat ions Part I II ~ <:;; 
l 9e Applica tions Part II II I 













§ A § CD CD 
';d 
Electricity Q) Q) .... m '0 .... 
'd. ~ 0 ~ ..., .... -ri 
M •r-i 0 M ..., Q) 
Q) 0 ;q 0 Q) 0 1 ~ a p. .~ ..., §h g ~ 0 0 p. CD C1S r-1 ~ ~ ~ •r-i C1S iXI 0 No. N am.e of Films :J:l ::El tl) ~ 11) 0 
le Magnets X X X X EPS 9 X X 
2e Magnetic Effects of X X X X EBF 15 X X 
Electricity 
3e Electrostatics X X EBF 11 X X 
4e Elem. Electricity-Amp. X X CAS 8 X X 
Ohm, Volts 
5e Elem. Electricity-Current X X CAS 10 X X 
and EMF 
1
6e Principles of Electricity X GE 29 X x l 
I 
7e Story of Electricity X X KB 11 X X I 
Se What is Electricity X X X WES 20 X X 
9e Electrodynamics X X X EBF 11 X X 
lOe Magnetism X X X COR 10 X X X " 
I 
~ le Magnets X X X YAM 13 X X 





fl) bD § 
fl) +I s:: 
Electricity 
Q) s:: •r-i '0 
r-1 Q) s:: § P. ~ 0 +I •r-i ·r-i s:: Q) fl) t> +I Q) () Q) Q) .!r:: 
.~ +I () ~ s ~ '0 () fl) ~ 8 •r-i Cll ~ .Ej 0 ~ l5 @ ll. Cl) rx. No. Name of Films 'I 
I 
le Electricity X X X X SVE 51 X x ,l 
2e AC and DC Generators X X X SVE 
.3e AC Voltmeters and X X X SVE 
Ammeters 
4e Condensers and Auke X X SVE 
Coils 
5e DC Voltmeters and X X X SVE 
Ammeters 
li6e Electricity at Work X SVE 
17e ~1otors X X SVE 
8e Transformers X X SVE 
9e St atic Electricity X JH 91 
,lOe Current Electricity X X JH 7.3 
,lle The Electric Cell X X JH 46 
1
1
l2e Storage Battery X X JH 101 
1.3e Electromagnetism X JH 56 
14e The Generator X JH 80 
15e Alternating Currents X JH 85 
16e Electric Motors X X JH 70 
17e Electric Meters X X JH 81 
18e Applications Part I X JH 74 
19e Applications Part II X JH 6.3 
__ 2~ Magr:Ietism X X X SVE .36 X X 
PART IV 
.: SOUND 




a , In liqui ds , solids and gases 
3. Frequency, pitch and loudness 
4. Resonance 
1. Overtones 
5. Quality of sound 
6. SL~ple musi cal instruments 
a. Percussion 
b . Strings 
c. Air colmnns 
7,. ·relephone and Telegraph 
VISUAL AIDS 
CHARTS AND POSTill~S 
INSIDE STORY OF l6wm SOUND ON Fi il1 PROJECTION 
Sour ce Ampro Corp. 
2835 N. Hestern Ave . 
Chicago, Ill., 
------------------------------------
THE EAR (Frohse. Anatomical Charts ) A. J . Nystrom & Company 
3333 Elston Ave . 
Chicago (18), I l l . 
SOUND AND ITS CHARJtCTERISTICS ) Smith-Davis Charts A~ J . Nystrom & Co . 
3333 Elston Ave . 
HEP~ING !uiD ~IDSIC ) Chicago (18), Ill. 
RECOP..DINGS 
Many sound interesting phases of sound described• Terms also 
defined . 
16 rrun FII11S 
ls Fundamentals of acoustics 
2s Nature of Sound 
3s Sound 
4s Sound Recordings and Reproduction 
5s Sound Vfaves and Their Sources 











'0 ~ a fJ 
II) II) oM II) 
1
l Sound Q) Q) !I) s:: Q) '0 ,...., ..-1 II) 0 a fJ p., +> II) i ..-1 •n J.t Q) ~ +> Q) C) Q) C) C) C) '0 ~ J.t 
.~ g. ~ ~ 11 ~ a Q) ~ C) 0 .~ C1S ,...., 
.t J:: 0 J.t ~ +> 0 r-f 0 
1 No. Name of Film Cl) E-1 (I') Cl) E-1 (I') I=Q 0 
I . 
Fundamentals of Acoustics EBF 11 
1
1s X X X X X X 
I Nature of Sound COR 10 I 2s X X X X X X X 
i3S Sound X X EPS 9 X X 
I 
4s Sound Recording and R:e- X EBF 11 X X 
productions 
5s Sound Waves and Their X X X X EBF 11 X X 








II) II) ~ Q) Q) '0 ,...., 
•n ~ p., +> II) r-f 
·n J.t Q) C1S Q) II) +> 
C) Q) C) C) ~ C) ~ ~ -a J.t li .~ p., a •n a 0 0 II) 8 r-f C1S r-f ~ J:: 0 :i! 0 J.t oM @ 0 Cl) Cl) ~ Cl) 0 





1. Travels in straight lines 
2. Laws of reflection 
a. Plane mirrors 
b. Curved mirrors 
3. Requirements for lighting 
a. Unit of measure--foot candle 
4. Laws of refraction 
a. Water 
b. Glass 
1. Concave and convex lenses 
2. Optical instruments 
a. Camera, telescope, microscope, sound 
projectors. 
b. Polaroid light 
c. Human eye 
5. Color 
a. Spectrum 
N:!lli-~ DAYUGHT ~ 
VISUAL AIDS 
EXHIBITS 
Source Gleason-Tiebout Glass Co. 
Celestelate Div. 200 
5th Ave. 
N. Y., N. Y. 
1 ;• ·::J -- ~1...0 
========================== ~=====*===- -~ 
POSTERS AND CHARTS 
11ECHANICAL FEATURES OF THE f.fiCROSCOPE 
THE INCANDESC~~T ~ ) 
THE FLUORESCENT ~ ) 
DARKROOM PLANS 10~ x 25 
TtJHY HE SEE THE ~ BEI NGS 




Binghamton, N. Y. 
Better Vision Institute 
Rockefellar Plaza 
New York City, N. Y. 
16 spiral bound charts--excellant pictures on light and lenses 
HOW TO BUILD !:, PHOTOGRAPHIC DARKROOlYI Harbor Plywood Corp. 
Hoguiam, ·Hashington 
LIGH'r AND ITS CHARACTERISTICS ) Smith Davis Nystrom, Chicago, Ill. 
THS EYE AND OPTICAL APPLI~~CES ) Smith Davis Nystrom, Chicago, Ill. 
~ OF LIGHT RAYS THROUGH MI CROSCOPE ) 
JVlECHANICAL FEA'rURES OF f.1ICROSCOPE ) .~erican Optical Co. 
Scientific Instrument Div. 
Box A, Buffalo (15), N. Y. 
METHO DS OF CALIBRATING f.IIICROI'-1ETER DISCS FOR t'IICROSCOPE EYE PIECES ) 
RECORDINGS 
TffE BI LLION DOLLAR -~·JAGER Westinghouse, Pittsburgh, Pa. 
Edward Muybridge vms hired to settle a bet by photographing a; t.r.ot t;i.ng 
horse to see if it ever had all four feet on the ground at any one time. 
He settled argQment and made first sequence of pictures in motion. 
)1 
/1 1_·-;;;0 \1 . ..-;.. 
--~--===~==~~==============================~!!====== 
16 mm FILMS 
I 
'I lo Introduction to Optics 
2o Light Waves and their Uses 
Jo This World of Color (Cornet) 
4o Nature of Light 
5o This World of Color (EBF) 
6o Eyes and Their Care 
7o How the Eye Functions 
8o Your Eye 
9o Optical Instruments 
lOo Behavior of Light 
llo li:yes of Science 
12o To great tision 
FILMSTRIPS 
lo Light 




•· ;.·· ·· t1 ·-





Q) I +' 
•r-t 
U) § U) 5J U) g s:= 5J Light Q) Q) 0 14 "0 r-f ~ 1=1 •r-t •r-t 14 a ~ 0 +' +' Q) +' •r-t . 0 0 ~ ~ Q) 0 0 +' 
"' 
I> 0 § ~ ~ .~ e 0 ~ r-f > 0 ~ Q) 0 0 § 'H 'H g s:= ~ "' r-f ~ +' Q) Q) 0 0 0 r-f 0 
ame of Films fl.. (J) 1%.. ~ ~ 0 0 (I) E-t (I) ~ 0 ,~No. 
1!1e troduction to Optics X X X X X CAS 17 X X 
l1 2e 'ght Waves and Their X X X EBF ll X X 
I Uses 
1
,3e is World of Color X X COR 10 X X X ' 
l4e 
(COR) 
X COR 10 X X X 
5e is World of Color . X X MOD 20 X X 
'I (EBF) 6e es and Their Care X X EBF 11 X X 
1 7e X KB 15 X X 
'i8e X X YAM 10 X X 
1l9e 0 tical Instruments X X X EBF 15 X 
110e havior of Light X X X EBF 15 X 
1
1
11e E es of Science X X BL 45 X 
f. 




II) § U) s:= 
I! 
U) g § 5j Q) Q) Q) 14 "0 
r-f M a •r-t •r-t ...:I § p. :::1 +' +' Q) Q) 
·r-1 +' •r-t 0 0 ~ I> 0 (I) .t:) ~ I 0 0 +' CIS Q) CIS g ~ s::: ~ .~ e 0 ~ r-f > 0 Q) 0 ~ li ~ 'H 'H § § r-f CIS 6:: +' Q) Q) (J) .,-t Iii 8 t (J) ~ ~ 0 0 1%.. (I) 
1e X X X SVE 34 X X I' 





I. R dio 
A. Vacuum tube receiving set 
B. Radium and Its Uses 
c. X .... Rays 
D. Television 




- -""U ========~====F========================================================~-'===· =======' 
PART VI 
CHMiTS !~D POSTERS 
PARTibLES OF NUCk!;AR PHYSICS .Source I·Jestingtwuse, Pittsburgh , Pa . 
(25 x 37) Portrays 10 basic particles i mportant in nuclear 
physi~s . Protons , neutrons , alpha particles , etc . 
STRUCWURE OF NUCLEUB Source Westinghouse, Pittsburgh, Pa . 
Explains hovr nuclei are put together . Depicts some 635 isotopes 
and 75 isomers . Illustrates bind energy and Einsteins mass- energy formula. 
NUCLEAR REAC'l'IONS Source T!Jestinghouse, Pittsburgh, Pa . 
Depi cts natural and man made nuclear r eactions. Includes solar 
r eactions, natural radioactivi ty and nuclear fission. 
TOOLS Q.F NUCLK\E PHYSICS 
Portrays 11 types of apparatus for detecting and ir..ducing nucl ear 
reactions . Includes ionization chamber, Wilson cloud chamber , Geiger 
counter , and modern atom smasher . 
USHJG NUCLEAR Etfu"'RGY 
Sho,rrs 5 areas for application for atomic energy. Describe con-
struction and operation of atomic pile. Includes tracers, research, 
medical therapy and atom bomb. 
TH~ CATHODE RAY TUBE Source Dlli~ont Laboratories, Inc. 
Clifton, New Jersey 
PROGRESSCQE NUCLEAR PHYSICS Source Westinghouse, Pittsburgh, Pa. 
Charts 38 theoretical, experimental and engineering achievements 
in nuclear physics 
ELECTRON ~ Source Hestinghouse, Pittsburgh, Pa. 
Contains basic information on operation types and application. 
RECORDINGS 
\\THY SMASH ~ Source 1vestinghouse, Pittsburgh, Pa. 
Dr. Thomas explains structure of atom and defines electrons, 
protons and neutrons. 
THE ELECTRON ) Twenty page teacher's guide 
THE ELECTRON TUBE ) 
ELECTRONICS IN COl'-JiviUNICATION ) 
Source vfennghouse, Pittsburgh, Pa. 
ELECTRONICS IN TRANSPORTATION ) 
ELECTRONICS 1! INDUSTRY ) 
ELECTRONICS IN HEALTH ~ PERSONAL ENJOYMENT ) 
PO\VER UNLDUTED March of Science C. B. S. 
485 Madison Ave. 
N. Y. 
With the discovery of atomic energy, an active interest has 
developed not only in the atom as a source of power, but also in power 
of scientific method. 
I 
I 
la Atomic Physics 
2a Atomic Energy 
3a One hforld or None 
4a On the Air 
16 mm FilMS 
5a Taking the X out of X-Rays 
' 6a A-Ray Inspection 
7a Romance of Radium 
I 
I Electronic:s 
,No. Name of Film 
la Atomic Physics 
2a Atomic Energy 
I 
3a One World or None 
4a On the Air 
' 5a Taking the X out of X-Ray 
6a X-Ray Inspection 
7a Romance of Radium 





















UWF 100 X X 
EBF 11 X X 
X ASF 9 X X 
WES 22 X X 
GE 7 X X 
CAS 21 X X 







/.,.lliS OF CH:SEI ST!1Y COT!il.3E 
A. To provide an opportunity fo r pupils to lea.rn the importc.nc~ of 
!1 chemistr~' to the home , comnuni ty, vocc.tions an.:i professions . 
B. To provi d.e an Oj)portunity f or gai ning a kno·,J"ledge of chemisJc:.y 
' rhi ch \'.rill contribute to heu.lth . I" - . 
I 
, C. To ~ rovic~e .s.n o;>portunit~' to stud~r chemistr~r so the.t i 1i1dY be 
II 






3 . l'o n:;.·o•ride OU')ils •lith e. bott -:c r a npr2ciation of t"l~ adve:.nce ent 
p o_zrFSS of t .8 "fOrl·-1 f o·"!l <:: C]1 erri.ca l point of vie~v . 
I 
' 1 ~-·--. I .rf .... ~ 
I 
I 
CI-FlH 3'I' I1.Y COU~SI: Of STU'JY 
I . Cor;rc'lon chemic;tl f a ctors of the iram.edi c:.te environment . 
1·. . Oxygen 
l . O~cu.rr nCF; 
~ . Prepar t;.t ion 
o. . 1·'Le rcuric o::ide 
b . Potassium chlorate 
c . Electrolysis of . .rater 
J . Physical pror erties 
4. Chemical properties 
a . Oxida~ion 
b . Com'Justion 
1 . Fire e::-~tinguishers 
c . Ozone 
l . re)_Ja.rations 
2 . Froped:.ies 
5. Uses 
a . Illness 
b . Oxyacet:rlene Torch 
B. :'cir 
c:.. . ~'Ii -x:ture of 
I 




2. Carbon dioxide 
a. Properties 
3. Rare gases 
a. Properties 
2. Separation of air by liquefaction 
3. Air conditioning 
VISUAL AIDS 
CHARTS AND POSTERS 
Source National Board of Fire Underwriters 
85 John Street 
New York (7), Ni Yl 
EXHIBITS 
I 
Complete unassembled Duraspeed sprinkler and several pamphlets. I 
Source Grinell General Fire Extinguisher Co. I 
277 West Exchange Street / 
Providence, R. I. 
ASBESTOS Source Powhatan Hining Company 
Woodlawn 
Baltimore, Mar yland 
Samples of crude and finished asbestos. 
STORY OF ASBESTOS 
FIRE PSYCHOLOGY UNIT 
Source Keasby and l-fattison Company 
Ambler, Pa. 
Source Science Ser vice 
1710 N. St. N. W. 
~vashington D. C. 
Posters, cloth bag and enclosed note, and information sheets . 
FOJ\liiiTE EXTINGUISHER Source American LaFrance Foamite Corp . 
Elmira, N. Y. 
16 rmn. FILMS 
la Oxygen 
2a Chemistry of Combustion 
3a Fire 
4a Chemistry of Fire 
5a Oxidation and Reduction 
6a Atmosphere and Its Circulation 
?a Fire-Protection 
.Sa Lucifer Match 
9a Fight That Fire 
lOa Fire Making 
lla Magic on a Stick 
1 .,...,_;, _t.:)_t._ 
FIIJV.l.STRIPS 
la Oxygen and Hydrogen 
2a The Atmosphere 
3a Fire and Fuels 
4a Chemistry of Combustion 




2. Physical properties 
a. Density 
b. Evaporation and condensation 
c. Measuring heat 
3. Chemical properties 
a. Composition 
1. Gay Lussac's Law 
2. Percentage composition 
3. Law of Multiple Proportion 











a. Zinc and acid 
b. Electrolysis of "rater 
c. Sodium and water 
3. Physical properties 






c. CF..cyhydr·ogen torch 
d. Ammonia 
e. Blast Lamp 
6. Diffusion 
7. Replacement Series 
VISUAL AIDS 
CHA. ... 11.TS AND POSTERS 
MAKING HA..liD ~TATER SOFT ) 
) 
RINSING FOR CLEANLINESS) 
Source: Textile Educ. Bureau 
401 Broadway 
New York, N. Y. 
ACTIVATED CARBON AND WATER PURIFICATION 
PETROLEUM AND ~vATER POWER (Finch) 
Source: Darco Corp. 
60 East 42nd Street 
New York_, N. Y. 
Source: A. J. Nystrom Co. 
3333 Elston Ave. 




WATER BORNE DISEASE EPID~vUCS Source: 1i'fallace Tiernan Co., Inc. 
Newark (1), N. J. 
Drawing and diagrams shm'l cause of pollution. 
EXHIBITS 
T:/ATER SOFTENI NG DDIONSTRATOR (with chart) 
lw Properties of ·water 
2w City T·later Supply 
3vf Clean \.Vaters 
4w Everj Drop a Safe One 
5w· Let's Look at Water 
6w Our \rfater Supply 
7w vfater Supply 
Sw Mysteries of Water 
91'1 1vater 
101'1 Selvage Disposal 
llw Water Friend or En~ 
12w Ice-Natural and Ivian-Hade 
Source: Permutit Company 
330 West 42nd St. 
New York, N. Y. 
16 mm. · FilliS 
=========#==========--==~==================================================~======== 
1 . · -~ ' ' -- .. J ·v 
FILHSTRIPS 
lw Hater 
2w .vvater Supply 
3w Hydrogen 
4w Oxygen and Hydrogen 
E. Carbon--(Inorganic) 
1. Occurrence 
2 . Properties 




a . Carbon dioxide 
1. Occurrence 
2 . Preparation 
a) !1arble chips and acid 
b) Combustion 
3. Properties 
a) Test- - limewater 
4. Uses 
o. Carbon monoxide 
1. Occurrence 
2. Preparation 
a ) Formic acid and sulphuric acid 






F .. Halogen 
1 . Ge~eral and family characteristics 
2. Chlorine 
a. Occurrence 
b . Properties 
c. Preparat ion 
1 . Sodium Chloride, manganese dioxide and 
sulfuric acid 
2. Hydrochloric acid and manganese dioxide 
3. Electrolysis of sodium chloride 
d. Uses 
e . Compounds 
1. B~ogen chloride 
2. Sodiwn chloride 
3. Acids of chlorine 
4. Test for chloride iron 




c . Prepar ation I I 
1 ) 3odtiium bromi de, manganese di oxi de and 
aci d 
sulfuric / 
ct . Uses 
e . Compounds 
f . Test for BroYJ.i de ion . 
1) Carbon tetrachloride and cll lori ne ~r;ater 
4. I odi ne 
a . Occurrence 
b . Properties 






Sodui:ium iodi de , man6 anese di oxi de , o.n 
acid . 
Compou.11ds 
r est for i odine ion 
1) C..1rbon tetrachloride and chlorine water 
2) Carbon t et ·achlori de and brorrri ne water 
ILTJLP'G 0_ LI~TIID CfiL . :UNE Penn . Sal t Hanufo.cturi..11g 
1000 -Ti dener Building 
PbilA.delphia , ?a . 
20 , 000 BY- ? /lJ JCl'.3 ~-J r. .. - ... 1. ~l. X 14 2 
Koppers Co . 
Tar .:md Chem. Di vi s ion 
Pittsbur gh , Pa . 
ni turinous c ~1 InEtitut ~ 
._.,15 3o"Llthern Du.ildine; 













~UFACTURE QE SENSITIZED PAPER Source 
II 
~:1ANUFACTURE OF PHOTOGRAPHIC FILM 
Agfa Ansco 
Binghampton, N. Y. 
I NDUSTRIAL USES FOR DRY ICE AND CjLRBQN DIOXIDE Liquid carbonic Corp. 
I -- -- -- -- -- 3100 Kedzie Ave. 
New York, N. Y. 





SCI ENCE COAL KIT 
IJ --
~~ 
I' ~AVY SAFETY ~ 
I 
Source Bituminous Coal Institute 
815 Southern Building 
tiashington (5), D. c. 
EXHIBITS 
Source J. D. Dixon Crucible Company 
livayne and Monmouth Street 
Jersey City (3), N. J. 
Source Bituminous Coal Institute 
Educational Dept. 
Southern Building 




306 4th Ave. 
Pittsburgh, Pa. 
I 
Tells how Sir Humphrey Davey gathers gas samples and in two 
·1 vreeks builds a safety lamp. 
II 
,I 
l c Qaroop. ~ _ and its Compound 
Carbon and Oxygen Cycle 
Eternal Gem 
4c Halogens 
5c Alchemists in Hollywood 
6c Inside the Flame 
7c 
I 
Cheif,dstry of Photography 
16 nun. FILMS 
8c Carbon Hono.xide 
9c Diamond in the Rough 
FilM STRIPS 
lc Carbon 
2c Chlorine and Its Compound 
3c Carbon and Its Oxides 
4c Carbon and Carbon cilimpounds 
G. Sulfur 
1. Occurrence 
a. Frasch process I 
I 2. Properties ' 
I 3. Forms 
I 




5. Test for Sulfur I 





a . 3ulfur dioxiQe 
l) Preparation 
a . ) Burning sul fur 
b. ) Heating a sul fit e 
2) Properties 
3) Uses 
4) Test for· SO --ion 
3 
b . Hydrogen sulfide 
1) Preparation 
a . ) Pyri t es and aci d 
2) Properties 
3) Uses 
L~) Test for 3 ion 
a . ) Lead acetate 
c . Sulfuri c Aci d 
1. Pr-epar t:..tiort 
a . ) Contact process 
b . ) Chamber process 
2 . Properties 
3 . Uses 
4. Test for so ion 
4 
a . ) BariUm chl ori de 
5. Catal ysis 
H... Ni t r ogen 



















II 2. Preparation 
I ~ I a . Burning lJhosphorus I 
II I 
I " Properti es J O I I 
II 
!+ · Use s 
II 5. Compounds 
I! 
I a . 
A • 
,-WL'llOnl a 
I 1) Preparation I 
II 
a ) Ammonium salt and s l aked lime 
2) Properties 
I 
3 ) Uses 
I I 
II 
4) Test for NH ion . 
4 
II 
b . Ni tric Acid 
ji 1) Prepar ation I 
2) Properties 
3) Uses 
4) Test for NO - ion 
3 
c . Oxides 
I 
Jl 1. Ni tric Oxide 
i 
II 
\ p ' . properties and uses a) . reparaT.lon, 
2 . Nitrous mcide 
a) Preparat i on , properti es and uses 
J . Ni trogen dioxide 
a ) Preparati on , properties and uses 
II 
4. Explos i ves 
ij 





CHARTS AND POSTERS 
SULPHUR lUNING BY 11HOT 11 WA;rER Source: Texas Gulf Sulphur Co. 
75 East 45th Street 
New York, N. Y. 
Sulphur chart S~ x 11 showing derivation and chemical combination. 
Lists products in the manufacture of which sulphur is required. 
PRODUCTS IN MANUFACTURE OF v.JHICH SULPHUR IS REQUIRED 
Source: Texas Gulf Sulphur Co. 
75 East 45th Street 
New York, N\. Y. 
SULPHUR MINING Chart 6~ x S~ Source: Freeport Sulphur Co. 
1413 Com. Bldg. 
Freeport, Texas 
EXHIBITS 
Large samples of sulphur rock with pamphlets 
Source: Freeport Sulphur Co. 
1413 Com. Bldg. 
Freeport, Texas 
SULPHUR iVITH UNIT OF STUDY Source: Science Service 
1719 N. St., N. W. 
Contains five specimens .50 Washington, D. c. 
Glass bottles containing specimens of sulphur 
BOHBS 
Source: Texas Gulf Sulphur Company 
75 East 45th St. 




Their content, their effects. Types: high explosive, incendiary, 
and land mines. Dr. Thomas states that the bomb was used AD 1323 when 











Sulphur and Its Compounds 
Nitrogen Cycle 
16 mm . FILH.S . 
~,.sn 
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il lsn Sulphur and Its Compounds 
I 
)2sn Nitrogen and Its Compounds 
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la OXygen X X X COR 10 X X X 
2a Chemistry of Com- X X EPS 9 X X 
bustion 
3a Fire X X X EBF 11 X X 
4a Chemistry of Fire X X CAS 46 X X 
5a Oxidation and Reduction X X EBF 11 X X 
6a Atmosphere and Its Cir- X X EBF 11 X X 
culation 
?a Fire-Protection X EBF 10 X X 
8a Lucifer Match EPS 
·9a Fight that Fire X X P!M X X 
lOa Fire Making X X X . X EBF 
lla Magic on a Stick X X TFC 
FILMSTRIPS 
la OXygen and Hydrogen SVE 
2a The Atmosphere SVE 
3a Fire and Fuels SVE 
4a Chemistry of Com- USD 
bustion 
5a Dust Explosion Hazards USD 
in Fire Fighting 
6a Oxygen USD 
I 
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lw Properties of Water X X COR 10 X X X I 
2w City \vater Supply X EBF 11 X X 
3w Clean Waters X X GE 21 X X 
4w Every Drop a Safe One X NMP 50 
5w Lets Look at Water X X CFB 20 X X 
6w Our Water Supply X X X X GHS 14 X 
7w Wat er Supply X X X ACD 
8w Mysteries of Water X X X X DVY 
9w Water X CFB 10 X X 
lOw Sewage Disposal X EBF 11 X X 
llw \'later-Friend or Enemy AVL 
12w Ice-Natural and Man-Made BRA 
FilMSTRIPS 
lw Water SVE 
2w tt/ater Supply MCG 
3w Hydrogen USD 
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pounds 
2c Carbon and Oxygen Cycle X X EBF 
Jc Eternal Gem X X AF 10 X X 
4c Halogens X X X COR 10 X X X 
5c Alchemists in Hollywood X X sw 
6c Inside the Flame CAB 16 X X 
7c Chemistry of Photog- sw 29 X X 
raphy 
8c Carbon Monoxide USM 
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PART II 
COJ:1i'-'ION THEORI ES UNDZRLYING THE STUDY OF CHEliTSTRY 
I. Nature of chemical and physical changes 
II. Dalton's atomic theory 
A. St atement of Dalton's law 
B. Definitions of atom, molecule, ions and radicals 
C. Structure of atom 
1. Nucleus, electrons and neutrons 
D. Periodic law and table 
III. Avogadro's theory 
A. Evidence of at l east t wo atoms to a molecule of gas material 
I V. Finetic molecular t heory 
A. Dependence of kinetic energy of motion upon temperature 
B. Differences between the three states of mat ter from~inetic 
~nergy viewpoint. 
c. Brownian movement 
V. Electronic Theory 
A. Ionization and atomic structure relation 
B. Chemical r eactions in t erms of electron theory 
c. Valence in t erms of electron theory 
D. Polar and non polar compounds 
PART, III 
COiv.iHON LA~;JS UNDERLYING THE STUDY OF CHElvJ:ISTRY 
I. Boyle's Law 
A. Relation of pressure and volume if temperature is constant 
II. Charles' Law 
A. Relation of temperature and volume of pressure is constant 
III. Gas Law 
A. Derivation from Charles 1 and Boyleh3 Law 








IV. Lm"' of Mass Action 
A. Reaction depends on concentration 
V. Petite and Du Longs Law 
A. Specific heats 
VI . Laws of Conservation of Energy and }fatter 
A. Indestructibility 
B. Endothermic and exothermic reactions 
VII~ Law of Defini~e Composition 
I A~ Ratio of elements by weight 
VIII. Gay Lussac 1 s 
A. Ratio of volumes of gases in a reaction 
IX. Periodic Law 
A. Old law based on weights 
B. New law based on numbers l _n 




VISUAL AI DS 
CHARTS AND POSTERS 
PERIODIC TABLE 
CHEMICAL ELEMENTS 
Source W. M. Welch Manufacturing Co. 
1515 Sedgewick St. 
Chicago (11), Ill. 
\'Vall chart (38 11 x 50") of the chemical elements $1.25 
Student size (25" x 3811 ) $ .25 
viliY SHASH ATOMS 
Source Mr. P. s. Chen. 
Atlantic Union College 
Sout h Lancast er, Mass. 
RECORDINGS 
Source Westinghouse--Pit tsburgh, Pa . 
Fundamental principles of atomic structure .n~ .i j:ndicates how 
I atom smashing can be used to produce artificially radio active elements 
t o change one element into another and to r elease power. 
TATTLE-TALE ATOMS AND THE SroRIES. THEY TELL Source '~-'Testinghouse 
Pi ttsburgh , Pa . 
.Deals with tracer chemistry and explains hovT processes that 
can not be observed directly can be traced through :.the use of substances 
that have been made radioactive. 
ELECTRONICS PART I 
---
Source v/estinghouse--Pi ttsburgh , Pa . 
Explains differences between molecules, atoms and the electrons-
---the "building blocks" of our physical universe. 
THE STUFF OUR WORLD I S MADE OF Source Westinghous~-Pittsburgh , Pa . 
J This is a discussion of the eight most plentiful of our ninety ... 














CH) .. l1TS AND FOS'r ERS 
CHEIH CAL I NDICATORS IN COLOli. Source Hartman Ledden Co . 
6010 Haverford Ave . 
Philadelp .. ia (31) , Pa .• 
Ph indicators and colors produced in the scale . 
Source T'f. :f\f . 1'Ielch Hanufacturint; Co. 
1515 3edgewick St . 
Chicago, Ill. 
Repl acement series of metals. 
R"SCQRDI"NGS 
Source Ne stinghouse 
.School Service 
306 L~th Ave •. 
Pitts burgh (30), Pa . 
Attention i s called to ·oroblems ·w~-:i ch result from vas t 
amount of dirt in air ~re breathe , It e:xp~ains t}le oper ation of tl1e 





II .. .. ' 
l\ .!- ~.!__ I . 
16 rom . Films 
lt Holecular Theory of Nat ter 
2t Chemical Reactions 
3t Characteristics of Gases 
4t Characteristics of Liquids 
5t Cha.racteristics of Solids 
6.t Solids, Liquids and Gases 
7t Hatter and Energy 
8t Velocity of Chemical Reactions 
FIUfSTRIPS 
lt Str ucture of JI:Iatt er 
2t Effect of Molecular Motion 
3t Electron Theory 
4t Kinetic Holecular Theory 
5t Structure of the Atom 
6t Periodic Table 
I 7t Atomi c Theory 
8t Facts and LavTs 
9t Atomic Theo~J--Dalton 1812 
Ot Chernical Defii1i tions 
lt Chemical Formula 
2t Equations 
3t Problems, Sulphur , Nomenclat ure and Formula ~·lriting 
4t Lets Look At The Atom 
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0" II) 0 @ 8 11 Name of Films r:LI r:LI :::> Cl) E-1 Cl) 
l'lt Molecular Theory of X X X EBF 11 X X 
I Matter 
ll2t Chemical Reactions X EPS 18 X X 
li3t Characteristics of X EPS 9 X X 
I Gases 
114t 
Characteristics of X EPS 9 X X 
Liquids 
!15t Characteristics of X EPS 9 X X 
Solids 
1
:6t Solids, Liquids, and X Y.AM 10 X X 
7t 
I 
Matter and Energy X X X COR 11 X X x! 
I 
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.Cl Q) 0 Ul +> 0 ~ 0 rt 6 r-f 0 Name of Film E-t E-t r:x.. ::::> Cl) 0 Cl) il:i 0 No. 
lt Structure of Matter X X JH 67 X X 
2t Effect of MOlecular X X JH 61 X X 
Motion 
3t Electron Theory SVE 
4t Kinetic Molecular X X MCG 59 X X 
Theory 
15t Structure of an X X MCG 59 X X 
Atom 
6t Periodic Table X X X MCG 50 X X 
7t Atomic Theory X MCG 45 X X 
8t Facts and Laws X X SVE 64 X X 
9t Atomic Theory-Dalton USD 
1812 
lOt Chemical Definitions USD 
llt Chemical Fonnula X X X MCG 55 X X 
12t Equations X X X X MCG 35 X X 
13t Problems, Sulphur SVE 
Nomenclature and 
Formula Writing 
14t Lets Look at the X X SVE 53 X X 
Atom 
15t Laws and Theories X SVE 62 X X 
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P.ART IV 
APBniCATION OF I.AWS OF f.'IATTER 
I. Chemical names, formulas and equations 
A. S~~bols, valence, metals, nonmetals and terwinology 
II. Quantitative Relations (Problems) 
A. Determinati on of equivalent and molecular weight 
B. Boyle 1 s , Charles' and Gas La.v.;s 
Percent age composition (Definite composition) 
D. True and simplest formulas (Definite composition) 
E. \'I eight and volume (Grain molecular volume) 
F. ~feight and 1-reight (Conservation of matter) 
G. Determination of gram molecular volume 
H. Normal and molar solutions 
I II . Chemical Equations 
A. Equations for reactions 
1. Hmv to lmO'\.; products 
2$ How to write 
3. Ho'ftr to balance 
B. Ionic equations 
c. Types of Reactions 
1. DecomJ:)Osition 
2 . Analysis 
3. Combination 
4. Simple replacement 
5. Double decomposition 
'I 
I 
D. Reasons for reactions going to completion 
E. Reversible Reaftions 
1. Chemical equilibrium 
. r. · -- ~ ·-J-- ~- "- ..•. . \ ... ..... ,_ 
PART V 
CLASSIFICATION OF ELEMENTS 
I. Periodic Table 
A. Classification of elements according to metals and non-metals 
B. Arrangement according to number 
1. Structure of atom 
a. Nucleus of protons and neutrons 
b. Planetary electrons 
C. Atomic weight and numba:- relation 
D. Combination of metals and non-metals 
E. Oxidation-reduction 
1. Elect ron theory 
a. Balanced equations by loss and gain of elctrons 
. ,_ .·~ 
,.e ·-,--.--, 






a. Liquids in liquids, gases and solids 
b. Gases in gases, liquids and solids 
c. Solids i n gases, liquids and solids 
2. Suspensions 
3 • Emulsions 
4.. Colloids 
B. Concentration of Solutions 
1. Factors of Solutions 
a. Molar solutions 
b. Normal solutions 





Q. Acids and Bases 
1. Properties 
a. Indicators 
2. ~'leak and strong bases and acids 
a. Anhydrides 
_j =-=--~-=-=·==~~==============================================================~======----
3. Emulsi ons 
L~ . Coll oids 
B. Concentr ation of Solutions 
1 . F<1ctors of Solut ions 
a . Holar solutions 
b . Normal sol utions 
c . Dilute and concentrated solutions 




C. Acids and Bases 
1. Properties 
a . Indicators 
2. ~veak and strong bases and acids 
a . AnhydridAs 
3. Normal , basic and acidic salts 
a . Hydrol ysi s 
D. Effect of electrical currents on solutions 
l. Sodium chloride 
2. Sul furi c acid 
3. El ectroplating 














16 m.m. FIU1S 
ls Colloids 
2s Colloids and Their Behavior 
3s Electrochemistry 
4s Chemical Effects of El ectricity 
ls Ionization 
2s El ectrolysis 
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Ill r-f <l! 
Solutions II) "' "C1 -r-1 z •f:! r-f Ctl fJ 1! "' II) i .j.;) 0 l II) II) .g -~ 0 "C1 ~ a A g II) § 0 0 -~ «< r-f J:: 14 .c: 0 r-f 0 No. Name of Film. 1%1 H c..> Cll E-1 Cll tJ:l c..> 
~ ls Colloids X X X EBF 11 X X 
2s Colloids and Their X X X ROL 20 
Behavior 
3s Electrochemistry X X EBF 11 X X 
4s Chemical Effects of X X EBF 15 X 
Ele.ctrici ty 







-r-1 J-4 ~ .j.;) .j.;) J-4 Ill t: II) Ill II) c: 0 II) II) .!ll: J-4 A 
m 
0 s !iJ "C1 0 0 0 II) II) 8 "' r-f r J:: .c: Ill 0 J-4 @ 0 1 Cl E-1 :::> Cl) rz.. c..>' 
I I 
ls Ionization X X MCG 42 X X 
2s Electrolysis X X X MCG 42 X X 
3s Acid and Basic Solu- X X X X MCG 43 X X 
tiona 






ORGANI C CHEJ.vii.STRY ,/ 
II 
T Fi.1el s 
li 
..... . 
A. Kinds , I 
1. Hydrocarbons (Petroleum) I II 
Occurrence I a . 
b. Properties 
c . Formulas 
1) Graphic 
2) Ernpirical 
d . Fractional distillation 
2 . Gases 
a . Coal 
1) Properties, pr epar ation and uses 
b . ~~Tater 
1) Properties, preparation and uses 
c. Producer s 
1) .' Properties , preparation and uses 
d. Natural 
1) Properties , occurrence and uses 
J . Coal 





a . Series from "ane 11 series of gases [i b r_i_e_s___fr_om '~e~:des oLgas..e.s 
r 
B. Other organic compounds of importance and interest 
1. Ether 













a. Body needs 
b. Balanced diet 
D. Fibers 
1. Cellulose 
a. Cotton, linen, jute, rayon 
b. Paper 
2. Animal 
a. Silk and wool 
3. Tree 
a. Rubber 




CHARTS AND POSTERS 
CH.i\.R.T ON PETROLE'UM Source American Petroleum Institute 
50 \'l . 50th St. 
New York, N. Y. 
Production, drilling, transportation, storage and marketing. 
:t-1ANUF ACTURE AND DI STRIBUTION OF INDUSTRIAL ALCOHOL 
---''---'---- - -
Source u. s. Industrial Chemical Inc. 
60 East 42nd St. 
New York, N. Y. 
RUBBER PRODUCTION, SHIPMENTS AND CON3U}WTION 8! X 11 .20¢ 
PLANTATION RUBBER 26 11x28 11 
50¢ Samples of latex 
COAL PRODUCT TREE 
Source Pictograph Corporation 
Source Teaching Material Service 
205 East 42nd st. 
New York, N. Y. 
Source National Coal Association 
Southern Building 
15th and H St. 
Washington (5) D. C. 
Shows products obtainable from coal by carbonation in modern 
by-product coal oven. 
AVIATION GASOLINE 
FROH OIL iiELL TO YOU 
Source Standard Oil New Jersey 
30 Rochefellar Plaza 
New York City, N. Y. 
Steps in t he refining of crude oil 
Includes cracking process 
/I 























EXHIBIT OF BOTTLES CONTAINING PAPER IN VARIOUS STAGES 
GLUE EXHIBITS 
Source Strathmore Paper Co. 
West Springfield, Ha$s. 
Source Casein Co~ of America 
350 Madi.son Ave. 
New York City, N. Y. 
Hmv A LEADPENCIL IS 1-fADE AND~ EVOLUTION OF!, VAN DYKE ERASER 
SA11PLES OF RUBBER 
Source Eberhard Faber Pencil Co. 
37 Greenpoint Ave. 
Brooklyn, N. Y. 
Source Firestone Tire and Rubber Co. 
Akron, Ohio 
SAMPLES OF KOYALON ( U. S. ROYAL FOJ.J.f) U. s. Rubber 
Upholstery Dept. 
Foam Rubber Division 
Muha>vaka 
EXHIBIT OF SYNTHETIC RUBBER Source Science Service, ~'lashington, D. C. 
BOTTLE EXHIBIT OF VARIOUS STAGES OF RAYON Americam Bemberg Corp. 
RP.YON EXHIBIT ($;50) Source Science Service 
I 
SiiJfPLE KIT OF AMEROID (NON DviFLM-'l:rviABLE CASEI N) ($1.<)0) 
Source . American Plastic Corp. 
225 West 34th St. 
New York(l), N. Y. 
SAHPLES OF FOR1'1fiCA PLJL.STICS(FLUORESCENT AND PHOSPHORESCENT) 
UNIT OF PLASTICS 
RESIN BONDED PLYlJOOD UNIT 
-- --
Phenol, formaldehyde 
Source Formica Insulation Co. 
101 Park Ave. 
New York(l7), N. Y. 
Source .Science Service 
1719 Nst N \v . , · ~iashington D. C. 
Source Science Service, Washington D. c. 








FROH PLANTATION TO HIGHT:lAYS 
I RUBBER 
Source B. F. Goodrich Co. 
Akron , Ohio 
Source Hood Rubber Co. Inc. 
lillatertmm, Mass. 
SUGAR 
SYNTHETIC RUBBER ( 2) 
Source California-Hawaiian Sug~r Refining 
Corp. Limited 
215 l.farket St. 
San Francisco, California 
RECORDINGS 
Source U. S. Office of Education 
Educational and Radio Script 
and 
Transcription 
Exchange , 1'1)"ashington (25) D. c. 
II I DAVY SAFETY LAMP Source 1-vestinghouse 
School Service 
306 4th Ave . 
Pittsburgh(30), Pa. 
Story of how Sir Humphrey Davy gathered samples of explosive gas 
from ~ines and in two weeks developed the miner's l amp which largely 




306 4th Ave . 
Pittsburgh(30), Pa. 
In 1660 a German alchemist seeking a fluid to change metal to 
gold discovered phosphorus. But it was too early in scientific history 
to make rnatches so the tinderbox continued to be used when anyone asked 
for a light . Now phosphorus is used in making safety light. 
NICOLAS LEBLANC Source 1vestinghouse--School Service 
306 4th Ave. 
Pittsburgh(30), Pa. 
Leblanc discovered a way to change salt into soda which made glass 
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ii 
I 
I SUCCESS STORY 
I 
It 
Source \!tfestinghouse--School Service 
306 4th Ave. 
Pittsburgh (30), Pa. 
Bessemer invented the process of making steel and many other 
1 inventions--in vmich nobody was interested. So in time of war he aided 
by his ne\\" Bessemer Steel process. 
I 11AN TIJHO i-fADE I VORY 
---------
Source ~vestinghouse--School Service 
306 4th Ave. 
Pittsburgh (30), Pa. 
Story of John Hyatt. Inspired by a prize of $10,000 for an 
I 
he 
artificial material to replace ivory in billiard ball begw1 the search. 
made 
He mixed nitrocellulose and camphor and t he first plastic--celluloid. 
SCIENTIFIC ACCIDENT Source Westinghouse--School Service 
306 4th Ave. 
Pittsburgh (30), Pa. 
Story of Charles Goodyear--inventing the process of vulcanizing 
rubber. Repeated failures failed to discourage him. Quite by accident 
he found the answer was 
I 'i•.rORLD OF PL STIC 
heat and sulfur. Thus he created an industry. 
Source Westinghouse--School Service 
306 4th Ave. 
Pittsburgh (30), Pa. 
Cellulose, resins, formaldehyde, casein and plant products are 
among the many raw materials us ed in manufacturing. 
CHARTS AND POSTERS 
TAPPING THE TREASURE OF CORN 
'· 7 3/4 X 11 3/4 
Source Corn Industries Research Fdn. 
5 East 45th St. 






PRODUCTS OF AMERICAN FOREST Source 
II 
'I American Forest Products ·Industries I 
1319 18th N. w. Washington (6) D.c. 1 
Vfall size chart 
II 
.I 
II PETROLEUM PRODUCTS 




Source Texas Co. 
135 East 42nd St. 
New York City, N. Y. 
Source C~ampion Paper and Fiber Co. 
Hamilton, Ohio 
EXHI BI T OF HANUFACTURE OF PAPER AND HACHi l\TE CHART 
==-=- ----





Source Harrunermi1le Paper Co. 
Erie, Pa. 
Source Science Service 
1719 N Street N. w. 













lo Our Common Fuels 
26 Magic of Coal 
Jo Power Unlimited 
FII1vJ:S 
4o Oil Fire, Prevention and Extinguishment 
5o Crude Oil Distillation 
6o Gasoline 1 s Amazing 1-1olecules 
7o Oil for Aladdin's Lamp 
8o Oil for Tomorrow 
9o Oil from Earth 
lOo Petroleum and Its Products 
llo Story of Gasoline 
12o Bouncing Molecules 
13o Ether for Anesthesia 
14o Fashion Favorites 
15o Freedom Rides on Rubber 
16o Frontiers of the Future 
17o How Rayon is Made 
l8o Petroleum a.."ld Its Uses 
l9o Synthetic Rubber 
20o Bakelite Age 
:21o A New ivorld Through Chemistry 
22o Chemical Ethyl Alcohol Antifreeze--Story of Research 
' 23o Operation of a By-Product Coke Oven 










27o World of Paper 
28o Magic of Modern Piastics 
How rayon is Made 
PLastics 
FILl'1:STRIPS 
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Ill ~ •ri cd Q) CJ) +I N '0 Organic ·r-1 +I +I cd •r-1 ~ Ill +I 0 () ::l M Q) M .g cd Q) Q) () Q) g ·r-1 ~ 0 "C1 ~ t ~ p. Ill 0 +I ~ Q) g () ~ Q) ~ Ill .~ cd ~ 0 Ill ~ ·r-1 tf 0 @ Cll :::::> Q tfl E-< (/) No. Name of Film lo Our Coounon Fuels X X X COR 10 X X 
2o Magic of Coal X X PFC 18 X X 
3o Power Unlimited X X X RKO 17 X X 
4o Oil Fire,Prevention and X soc 45 X X 
Erlinguishm.ent 
5o Crude Oil Distillation X X X X SHE 13 X X 
6o Gasoline's Amazing X X X X X SOI 23 X :X 
Molecules 
7o Oil for Aladdin's Lamp X X X X X SHE 24 X X 
8o Oil for Tomorrow X X X X X X IO 30 X 
9o Oil from Earth X X X X SHE 20 X X 
lOo Petroleum and Its Pro- X X X X EPS 9 X X 
ducts 
llo Story of Gasoline X X X X X USM 23 X X 
12o Bouncing Molecules X ESO 20 X .J •I 
13o Ether for Anesthesia MEL 20 X X 
14o Fashion Favorites X AF 33 X X 
15o Freedom Rides on X X SHE. 2_5 X X 
Rubber 
16o Frontiers of the Future 1!24: 10 X X 
17o How Rayon is Made X X X AVC 15 X X 
18o Petrol~um and Its Uess X X X USM 42 X X 
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F: 
Name of Film 
Bakelite Age YMC x 
A New Vlorld Through GM 12lo X x 
Chemistry 
22o Chemic~l Ethyl Alcohol Anti- DEF 
freeze--Story of Research 
23o Operation of a By- Product KOP 
Coke Oven 
24o Making Coal Gas and Coke BRA X 
25o Soap X x x KBF 
26o Paper ~1aking X X COR 20 X X 
27o World of Paper X GE X 
28o Magic of Modern Plastics MON X X 
FilMSTRIPS 
Q) rt.l 
(.) Q) '0 Q) f.i 8 § § '0 0 . 
0 f.i 0 8 '3 1 U) rx.. CJ) 0 
P.o How Rayon is Made AMV 67 X 
2o Plastics SVE 64 X 
~0 Carbon & Compound, Gaseous SVE 
& Liquid Fuels 
, . 1 ~· ·--·~ 




B. Kinds of soil 
1. Chemicals found in soil 
C. Artificial feJ:'t.::ilizers 
1. Phosphates 
2. Nitrogen compounds 
3. Potassium compounds 
PART IX 
MEI'ALS 
I . l,fetals i n general 
A. Definition 
B. Occurr·ence and properties 
C. Kethods of extr~cting 
1. Concentration 
2. Roasting 
II 3. Electrolysis 
il 
:I 4. Reduction 
I D. Corrosion of Metals 
1. Preventatives 
E. Chemical Behavior 
1. Replacement series 
II. Metals in particular 
A. Silicon 
1 . Properties and occurrence 
2. Compounds 
a . Silicon dioxide 
b. Semiprecious stones 
c . Glass 
d . Carborundum 
• B. Sodium 
1 . Occurrence and properties 
I 
I 2 . Compounds 
I 
I 
a . Salt 
b . Sodium carbonate--bicarbonate I 
I 
I c. Sodium hydroxide 
II 3. Flame test 




1. Occurrence and properties 
2 . Compounds II 
!I 3. Flame test 
I! 
D. Calcil.iml 
1 . Occurrence and properties 
2. Compou_nds 
a . Carbonates 
b . Chlor ides 
c. Sulfates 
1) Hard \'later 
2) Hanufacture of gl ass 
d . Test for Calcuim 
E. Zinc and aluminwn 
1 . Oc currence and properties 
2. Metallurgy 
3. Compounds I 
4 . Test for zinc and aluminum il 
F. Iron 
I 
1 . Occurrence and properties 
2. Compounds 
3. Steel manufacture and alloys 
4. Reduction of ferr ic ion to ferrous 
a . Test for ferrous ion 
b. Test for ferric ion 
G. Copper, lead, silver, platinum and gold 
11. Occurrence, properties, and uses 
H. Radium and uranium 
1. Occurrence and properties 
2. Atomic disintegration 
VISUAL AIDS 
CHARTS AND POSTZJ:-1,'3 
ERTILIZE3.S AND GOOD FAPJHNG 
PLANT Hl\.1-lii![ONES 
COLOR ? ... ::::ACTION3 FOR Hb""'TALS 
SYNOPSI S OF STEEL IviAKI NG 
Source National Fertilizer Association 
616 I nvest ment Building 
r:,Jashington D. C. 
Source Ameri carn Chemical Pai nt Co . 
Hort icultural Dept . 
Ambler,Pa . 
~Ier ch & Co . 
Merch & Co. 
~Jar Information , Hashington D. C. 
How s t eel md sheet iron is made • 
ZINC Ill! ':"I-IE ~ -roRLD OF THI NGS . Source New Jersey Zinc Co . 
160 Front .St . 
Nev-r York(7), N~ Y. 
lrnportar1t uses for riJ.etals ' pignent and by- products of zinc 
Source Portl and Cenent Assn 
3 ~.J . Grand "~ ve . 
Chicago , Ill . 
Ex~~lains by labeled di agrc:.m t .. e manufacture of t!cis cement 
Tells hw· gl ass is m'O'.de 
lL .. NUF!\.CTTI.~~ OF GU .. :3S 
Source Corni ng Glass 1!'Torks 
Corning, N. Y. 
Source Ovren Illinois Glass Co . 
Madison and St . Clc:.ir St . 
Toledo , Ohio 
Col ored c __ i?.rt illustr2.tin6 steps in gl CJ.ss production 
ource National Paint , VD.rnish P: Lacquer 
1500 Rhode IslanC. Ave . N. 
1





ZINC I tJ THE I'JORLD OF THINC..S 
Samples of products 
VISUAL AIDS 
EXHIBITS 
Source: Science Service 
1719 N. St. N. W. 
Washington, D. C. 
Source: New Jersey Zinc Co. 
160 Front St. 
New York (7), N. Y. 
CRUDE AND FINISHED ASBESTOS Source: Pm1hatan Mining 
l'loodlawn, Baltimore, Md. 
Samples of crude and finished asbestos 
SCIEl\JCE SERVICE UNIT ON STRATEGIC !viiNERALS 
Contains three specimens of ores of important metals 
GYPSUM EXlUBIT Source: · u. s. Gypsum Co. 
300 ~v. Adams St. 
Chicago, Ill. 
RAvJ AND FINISHl<.:::D 1\:TAT&'UALS IN CUfENT 
Source: Universal Atlas Cement Co. 
208 S. Lasalle St. 
Chicago, Illinois 
!viANUF ACTURE OF LABORATORY GLASS\..VARE 
Source: Kimble Glass 
Div. of Owens-Illinois Glass 
Toledo, Ohio Co. 
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PART VIII AND IX 
FilJvJ:S 
le Birt h of Soil 
2e Life of t he Soil 
3e Y,now your Land 
4e Our Soil Resources 
5e Living Rock 
6e Potash Production in A.1Ilerica 
7e Plants 'vi thout Soil 
Be Drama of Steel 
9e Iron ffining and Hanufacture 
l Oe Story of Copper 
lle Copper Mining in Arizona 
12e Story of Lead 
13e Tin from Bolivia 
14e Aluminum 
l5e Aluminum-l'fine to Metal 
16e Hagnesui1!1.-Metal from the Sea 
17e Story of Nickel 
18e Production of Nickel and Its Alloys 
19e This is Al uminum 
20e Unfinished Rainbo~Ars 
2le Blackj ack 
22e Must It Rust 
23e Our Lead and Zinc 
24e Silver 
25e Sand and Flame 
26e From Ore to Bullion 
27e Crafts of the Fire 
2ge Crystal Clear 
29e Naking Glass for Houses 
JOe Safety Glass 
FilliSTRIP 
le Iron and Steel Processes 
[1_:73 
Fiil'IS 
a +> 0) 51 Q) ·r-1 0) 
~ 0) [ 0) ~ 0) Q) > 0) 0 () 0) H •r-1 Q) r-t 0 
{j) Q) H () ~ J: Q) Q) 0) Q) 0 0) -f.) 
() a +> ~ Q) +> •r-1 0 CIS 0 r-t () ~ Soil. Metals and Glass H 0 X CIS .a fl.. ~ ~ •r-1 ~ ! H 0 ] {I} l! () 0) Q) J: 
- ;q ·~ +> ~ Q) +> () Q) ~ ·r-1 () 0) 0 , .g ~ (I) () 1 ..!¥:: H +> •r-1 ~ +> (I) g ~ () 0 ~ H (I) 0) ~ ! CIS ro r-t Q) &S •r-1 8 @ 0 
,No. Name of Film z rz.. ;:z:: Cl) E-1 CJl 0 
le Birt h of Soil X X EBF 10 X 
2e life of Soil X X AFA 33 X X 
3e Know your Land X CAS 13 X X 
4e Our Soil Resources X X EBF 10 X X 
5e Living Rock X GAX 30 X X 
6e Potash Production in X AMP 40 X X 
America 
7e Plants without Soil B&H 
~e Drama of Steel X X USM 30 X X 
~e Iron Mining and Man- X X BLY 15 
ufacture ' 
~Oe Story of Copper X X USM 34 X X 
~le Copper Mining in X X USM X X 
Arizona 
~2e Story of Lead X X USM 29 X X 
~3e Tin from Boll via X X USM 20 X X 
~4e Aluminum X X EBF 15 X X 
I ~5e Aluminum-:f.ll".ine to Metal X X X USM 17 X X 
.... 6e Magnesium-Metal from X X USM 23 X X 
the Sea 
1 7e Story of Nicltel X X U::M 30 X X 
18e Production of Nickel U::M 
and its Alloys 
FILMS 
§ +) G) s:: Q) 
•rl Q) II) 
+) II) [ G) I1S ~ II) Q) G) G) 0 CJ 
II) J.t ·rl Q) r-f 0 
fll ~ s.. CJ Q) J: Q) Q) Q) 0 t G) · +) CJ +) J: +) ·rl 0 0 I1S 0 ~ CJ ~ J:: 0 ::E: .a r-f ~ •rl 1>. ! I1S s.. 0 "1:1 G) +) ·rl CJ II) Q) J.t ~ 
-
·rl J.t •rl +) +) til. ~ 
Q) r-f +) J.t CJ I1S G) 
~ ·rl CJ !I) 0 .g ::El II) CJ "1:1 ~ J.t +) •rl 
.g +) II) g Q) § CJ 0 ~ J.t II) II) 0 ! I1S .~ I1S r-l Q) &S .:1 •rl J: 8 0 @ 0 No. Name of Film z r:r.. ::t: tl) E-4 Cl) 0 
I USM 28 :;"19e This is Aluminum X X X X 
20e Unfinished Rainbows X X X MOD 36 X X 
2le Blackjack X X IR 18 X X 
22e Must It Rust X AHT 28 X X 
23e Our Lead and Zinc X PFC 10 X X 
24e Silver X X EBF 15 X 
25e Sand and Flame X X u~ 21 X X 
26e From Ore to Bullion NYU X 
27e Craft of the Fire X AFl 10 X X 
28e Crystal Clear X X X X MOD 28 X X 
29e Making Glass for Houses X X X EBF 10 X X 
30e Safety Glass X X USM 30 X X 
FILMSTRIP 
le Iron & Steel Processes SVE 
tt: " t.:)".i_ 
' 
) 
Pt RT X 
HI STORY OF CHEHISTRY 
I. Chemists of the past 
II . Che.!J1ists of tee present 
III. Fut ure of chemistry 
. 
I( 
Sill'fHARY AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY 
The courses of study for biology, chemistry, and physics have been 
produced without reference to any particular book. Any text can be used 
" !i and the courses of study can be used in part or in whole and in any order 
desired . 
The visual aids listed do not include every possibility , but there are 
enough to give a variety in the field of films, filmstrips, charts, posters, 
recordings, and exhibits . 
The total number of visual aids listed is as follows: 
BIOLOGY: 
Films 144 
Filmstr ips 124 


















Charts & Posters 159 
Exhibits 36 
Recordings 62 
These figures definitely prove that there is material available for 
I! 
teachers if they desire to improve their instruction by the use of visual 
aids. 
i 
It is the hope of the author that these integrated courses of study 
1 ~ :'r · >~ will be of value to those who desire to improve their teacbing. Since 
i1t here is c ontinuous production of nev-r fi lms, f ilmstrips and other visual aids, 
11the author suggests that this work be brought up to date a gain in the next ,I 
I 
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